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Ms. Vicki Halmen, Director of Water / Wastewater
Town of Ipswich Utilities Department
272 High Street
Ipswich, MA 01938
Re: Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation
Dear Ms. Halmen:
Tighe & Bond is pleased to submit the report of our evaluation of the Ipswich Town Wharf
Pump Station (PS) for your use in developing an approach to ensure the station operates
reliably for the next twenty-five years. This document reflects comments received from the
Town on the draft report and it is now complete.
Executive Summary
This executive summary of the report includes a summary of the field investigations and
information reviewed to evaluate infrastructure and determine what immediate improvements
or replacement activities are needed to maintain a functioning pump station for the next
twenty-five years at the Ipswich Town Wharf.
The recommended improvements are driven by the need to replace infrastructure to maintain
operation of the pump station while also considering coastal resiliency due to the pump
station’s proximity to the Ipswich River. Three alternatives are presented; rehabilitating the
existing pump station, constructing a new pump station, and doing nothing. Wastewater
design guidelines indicate that critical equipment at pump stations, such as electrical and
mechanical equipment, should be protected against damage up to a water surface elevation
that is 3 feet above the 100-year flood elevation. Recommendations in this report for the
rehabilitation and replacement alternatives offer pump station protection up to 3 feet above
the 100-year flood elevation at the Ipswich Town Wharf.
The preferred alternative is for a new submersible pump station at the Town Wharf. The
preference is driven by the field investigations, information review and analyses, and input
from with Ipswich Wastewater Staff.
Existing Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation and Recommendations
The focus areas investigated as part of the existing Town Wharf Pump Station evaluation are
described below with the corresponding recommendations:


Process/Mechanical – The field investigation for this project included the evaluation
of the existing process and mechanical equipment. This includes the Influent Channel
and Wet Well, Pumping Equipment, Process Piping and Valves, and station odors. The
investigation noted safety risks, corrosion issues, performance issues, and there is
cause for concern for further system failures. One of the three duty pumps, Pump No.
3 (the non-submersible EBARA pump installed in 2003) should be replaced due to
performance issues. During the drawdown testing performed as a part of this
evaluation, the newer (2011) ABS / Sulzer duty and jockey pumps were found to not
be operating to their full capacity likely due to worn impellers; it is recommended that
their impellers be replaced with hardened and coated impellers and bottom plates.
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Additionally, the Wet Well No. 2 sluice gate is in poor condition, cannot be operated
reliably, and should be replaced; this presents a problem because wastewater
operations staff need to be able to isolate the two wet wells to perform operations and
maintenance activities, and this can only be done via the compromised sluice gate.


Overflow Structure – The overflow structure manhole is located upstream of the
Town Wharf PS. The original design intent of the 1958 overflow structure was to
provide a discharge route for wastewater in the event of a backup at the Town Wharf
PS. This would prevent wastewater from backing up further into the collection system
and causing damage to commercial and residential properties. A baffle wall partitions
the collection system flow from the overflow chamber and overflow piping. The
overflow structure was constructed with a sluice gate to control when flow could be
discharged to the river. This sluice gate was removed and the opening in the baffle
wall filled in with concrete. Currently there is no means of controlling when wastewater
would overflow into the Ipswich River during a backup at the Town Wharf PS. MassDEP
conducted a site visit to review the overflow structure and indicated that they
understand the Town wishes to retain a functional pump station bypass in order to
prevent sewer backups onto private and public properties under a severe emergency
condition. MassDEP indicated, however, that as a part of the Town’s NPDES permit and
MassDEP regulations, use of the bypass must be unavoidable (to prevent loss of life,
personal injury, or severe property damage), and proper notice must be provided to
MassDEP and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) whenever the bypass will be
initiated.
In addition to being able to control flows, the overflow structure and overflow piping
are in need of repair. The duckbill check valve is not closing properly and is allowing
sediment, debris and water to enter the overflow pipe. This causes the overflow
structure to fill with saltwater at high tide which then flows into the collection system
and pump station. It is recommended that the duckbill valve be replaced with an inline elastomeric check valve near the end of the overflow pipe. In addition to water
infiltrating into the collection system via the valve, water could also be entering the
system through the 60-year old, approximately 16-foot long, 18-inch diameter cast
iron overflow pipe. This pipe may have cracking or failed joints, and it is recommended
that the overflow piping be cleaned, CCTV inspected, and if necessary lined with cured
in place pipe (CIPP).
Note that in January 2019 (prior to completion of this report) the Town engaged a
contractor to replace the duck bill valve with a new in-line check valve and install a
new sluice gate in the overflow manhole structure. A CCTV inspection has also been
completed and significant pipe cracking did not appear to be present.



Instrumentation and Controls - Instrumentation at the facility consists of a single
submersible pressure transducer for level sensing in the east side wet well. The
transducer works with the Programable Logic Controller (PLC) to control activation of
the four pumps. Run speed setpoints are manually set by operations staff.
There is no flow metering at the station. Influent flow at the Ipswich Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) is indicative of the flow from the Town Wharf Pump Station.
The Town recently completed a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and
controls upgrade at the Town Wharf PS. The SCADA system communicates the
following information to the WWTP: pump start/stop setpoints; pump control and run
time data; pump rotation setpoints; and power status (generator versus normal
operation). There was only one discharge pressure gauge available to be shared
among the four pumps. It is recommended that suction and discharge pressure gauges
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be installed on each of the four pumps. Combustible gas detection instrumentation
was not observed in either the wet well or dry well areas. A combustible gas detector
should be installed as soon as possible in the wet well in accordance with National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) 820 Standards.
The Town Wharf PS features alarms for the following applications:
- High-high level
- Low level
- Power Failure
- Generator Failure
- Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) failure (local alarm only)
TR-16 Guides for the Design of Wastewater Treatment Works recommend that the
following additional items be connected to the Town Wharf PS’s alarm system:
- Loss of alarm transmission line
- Standby power failure
- Intrusion detection


Structural/Architectural – Overall the building is in satisfactory structural and
architectural condition. While we did observe deficiencies in both the structural and
architectural systems that require repair, we did not note any flaws that will severely
limit the useful service life of the building (not considering issues related to resiliency
and flooding which are discussed in the next section). The membrane roof is in poor
condition putting the roof at risk of leaking; while the brick masonry, interior concrete
masonry unit (CMU), roof beams, and underside of the roof slab are all in fair condition,
there are a few isolated areas of the interior CMU and brick masonry that require
attention. The wet well concrete is deteriorated in some areas, though it is in suitable
condition to remain in service. To prevent further deterioration, however, it is
recommended that the surficial concrete in the wet well and in the influent channels
be removed down to sound concrete, the area prepared and cleaned, and then the
vulnerable areas coated with a high-build solids epoxy. As indicated in the health and
safety section below, there are open channels and tanks with no fall protection, safety
grating, or railings, which should be remedied as soon as possible.



Pump Station Resiliency & Flood
Protection - To comply with TR-16
guidelines and feedback received from
Massachusetts
Department
of
Environmental Protection (MassDEP), it
is recommended that the upgraded or
new Town Wharf PS be designed to
protect critical equipment against water
damage up to a water surface elevation
that is three feet above the 100-year
flood elevation. Critical equipment
includes electrical and mechanical
Figure 1 - Existing Town Wharf PS under the 100systems, motors, and a generator that year and 100-year plus 3-foot flooding events
cannot be easily or quickly replaced if
exposed to water, wave action, or salt. As indicated above, the current station would
flood damaging critical equipment even during a 100-year flood event.
In addition to damaging critical equipment, flooding can severely compromise the
structural integrity of the building envelope as well as create buoyancy issues that
could cause major damage to the below ground concrete structure. As a part of our
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evaluation, an analysis was complete to assess the pump station’s walls under flood
conditions. The analyses indicate that the below grade walls of the station do not have
sufficient flexural capacity to resist the loads from the design flood conditions (100year flood plus 3-feet). The walls not having adequate capacity does not mean they
will have a catastrophic failure, however, dependent on the level of overstress, the
walls will likely deflect and crack; the greater the overstressing the wider the cracks
will be. Furthermore, if the station were to lift due to buoyancy, it may do so unevenly
causing equipment failures. The influent and forcemain piping could also shear and no
longer match the station’s new, higher elevation. For the pump station’s above grade
CMU block walls, this is unreinforced masonry and would not have sufficient capacity
to resist the flood loads and could crumble in on itself during a flooding event.
The recommended approach to protect
the pump station structure from
buoyancy and flood water pressures
under the 100-year flood plus 3-foot
storm is to design and construct a
concrete box or flood wall around the
pump station structure. The structure
would then not need to be modified as
it would be protected from flood
waters by the new flood wall. The
concrete wall would extend down to
the station’s foundation footings
approximately 21-feet below grade
and rise approximately 6-feet above
grade to above the 100-year plus 3Figure 2 - FEMA Flood Map Showing Existing Town foot elevation. The concrete flood wall
Wharf PS Within 100 Year +3 Foot Storm Flood.
would wrap around all four sides of the
pump station creating a 3.5-ft space between the station and the flood wall. A water
tight hinged flood-door would be installed along the east side of the flood wall that
could remain open during normal weather conditions and could be closed when needed
in anticipation of a storm event. Permanent ladder rungs and / or steps could be
installed in multiple points along the wall interior to provide egress from inside the
flood wall if the flood-door were closed. The construction time associated with making
the pump station resilient would be comparable to construction a new submersible
pump station at the Town Wharf.
The potential for catastrophic failure of the Town Wharf Pump Station during a flooding
event, and the significant costs and construction duration associated with making the
current station resilient to the 100-year plus 3-foot storm are important factors in our
recommendation to construct a new Town Wharf Pump Station in lieu of trying to
rehabilitate the existing station to make it resilient.


Electrical Standby/Power – Overall, the electrical equipment within the Town Wharf
PS is in good condition. Most of the equipment was installed within the past 20 years.
Electrical equipment should be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. The equipment appears to have been maintained properly, and
maintenance should be continued in the future. The service life of electrical equipment
is approximately thirty years, and once the equipment reaches this age, it should be
replaced. Beyond this period, electrical equipment is less reliable and should be
replaced to avoid a potentially dangerous failure.
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HVAC/Plumbing/Fire Protection – Both the dry well and the wet well were
inspected to determine their condition. Currently, the dry well has a mechanical
ventilation system that ventilates the dry well with thermostatic controls. A motor
operated louver is supposed to open to allow air into the space while a roof exhaust
fan operates to remove air from the space through exhaust ductwork in both the upper
and lower levels. There are two gas-fired 30,000 BTU unit heaters to heat the electrical
area on the upper level which are functioning. Although the unit heaters work, the
ventilation system serving the dry well, which includes the supply louver, the exhaust
fan, and the motor operator louvers have all failed and need replacement. The wet
well has a separate mechanical ventilation system that works properly. The wet well’s
electric heater, however, is severely corroded and is not functional. The ducts, supply
fan, electric heater, and gravity exhaust should all be replaced either due to corrosion
or to comply with NFPA 820 Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater Treatment and
Collection Facilities ventilation requirements.



Civil/Site Security/Health & Safety – The Town Wharf PS is located at the Ipswich
Town Wharf, which is an active recreational and commercial wharf along the Ipswich
River. The station is accessed through the Town Wharf Parking Lot; Wastewater Staff
have parking space just east of the station. Parking is limited at the Town Wharf, and
a new or rehabilitated pump station could potentially provide additional automobile
and boat trailer parking for the community. There is currently no fence surrounding
the Town Wharf PS, but there is a fence along the top of the retaining wall along the
East Street Sidewalk to prevent anyone from climbing onto the roof of the station.
There are lights on the building exterior, but the lighting fixtures are old and were not
operating during our evaluation. The lighting should be replaced with new photocellcontrolled LED lights. There is no security alarm or intrusion detection system currently
functioning to detect unauthorized entry at the station; an intrusion detection system
was installed, but it is no longer functioning.



Hazardous Building Materials Assessment (HBMA) and Building Demolition
Site Analysis – The site analysis focused on four hazardous materials that potentially
need to be addressed during a building rehabilitation or demolition project. These
materials include Asbestos, Lead Based Paint, Universal Waste and Other Regulated
Building Waste. All inspections were done by a Tighe & Bond Licensed specialist.
Asbestos, Lead Based Paint, Universal Waste and Other Regulated Building Waste were
all found in the building. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) were not tested, though
materials were assumed to contain PCBs for abatement cost estimating purposes.
Removing these materials is required prior to any disturbance for construction.
To assist the Town with budgeting for asbestos abatement and hazardous material
management in the event renovation or demolition activities impact these materials,
an opinion of probable abatement costs for the Town Wharf PS assuming suspect PCB
paint from ceiling, floor and walls of upper level pump station, plus ceiling and walls
of dry well Lower Level; in addition, this assumes approximately 2 weeks of
abatement, during which time access to the PS rooms where work is taking place would
be restricted and therefor bypass pumping around station would be required during
this work.



Existing Town Wharf Pump Station Recommended Improvement Costs by
Category and Risk
Based upon the issues identified above and the recommendations resulting from our
investigation, cost estimates were developed for rehabilitating the Town Wharf PS. The
estimated cost to rehabilitate the Town Wharf PS is approximately $4,200,000. The
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following table presents the cost estimates by discipline and importance. It is
anticipated the construction time to complete the recommended improvements would
take approximately 1.5 to 2 years to complete; the largest time component of this
schedule would be construction of the flood wall. This timeframe considers that access
to the Town Wharf for recreational and commercial purposes be kept open throughout
the construction project, particularly during the summer months.
Table 1 - Town Wharf Pump Station Rehabilitation Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Discipline

Immediate

Category A

Category B
-

Category C

Civil / Site / Overflow

$

8,000

$

59,000

$

Electrical / Emergency Power

$

32,098

$

14,318

$

12,400

$

HVAC / Plumbing

$

23,950

$

18,565

$

62,100

$

Station Resiliency

$

-

$

1,184,856

$

-

$

Process / Mechanical

$

10,500

$

270,150

$

-

$

Structural/Architectural

$

6,200

$

99,500

$

HBMA Abatement

$

-

$

255,000

$

All Assets Total Cost

$ 80,748

$ 1,901,389

$

75,750

$ 108,250

$ 2,166,137

Rounded to Nearest Thousand

$ 81,000

$ 1,902,000

$

76,000

$ 109,000

$ 2,167,000

1,250
-

$

System Total
-

$

67,000

79,550

$

138,366

15,200

$

119,815

$

1,184,856

$

294,150

13,500

$

-

$

106,950

$

-

$

255,000

CONTRACTOR O&P

15%

$

325,050

CONTINGENCY

40%

$

996,820

SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services

$ 3,488,870
20%

$

697,774

TOTAL:

$ 4,186,644

TOTAL SAY:

$ 4,200,000

Immediate - Items that have an immediate need for repair or replacement because of their condition or importance. Items
that were safety or code concerns were included in this category.
Category A - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 6 or fewer years - repair or replacement is expected to
be necessary during this period.
Category B - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 7 to 11 years - repair or replacement is expected to be
necessary between 7 and 11 years from now.
Category C - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 12 to 16 years - repair or replacement is expected to be
necessary between 12 and 16 years from now.

Construct a New Pump Station Alternative
Construction of a new Town Wharf Pump Station and demolition of the existing station is our
preferred alternative to rehabilitating the Town Wharf PS.


New Pump Station Design & Flood Protection

Should the Town elect to construct a new pump station at the Town Wharf, it is
recommended that a submersible-type station be constructed. To comply with TR-16
guidelines and what MassDEP indicated they may require, it is recommended that the new
Town Wharf PS be designed to protect critical infrastructure and withstand the flooding
from a 100 year plus 3-foot storm.
The submersible pump station would feature three separate structures, including a below
grade wet well to house the pumps, a below grade valve vault, and an above grade Control
Building. Four submersible pumps, which would include three duty pumps and one jockey
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pump would be housed in the wet well, mounted on lift rails, and accessible through
watertight H-20 rated access hatches via an overhead jib crane and hoist. The discharge
pipe check valves and gate valves would be in the valve vault. The Control Building would
house the pump controls, instrumentation, variable frequency drives, generator, and an
odor control system. The Control Building walls would be designed to withstand the 100
years plus 3-foot storm, and the louvers would be installed above the flood level.
This new station is proposed to be located on
the western end of the Town Wharf in the
current grassy area off East Street. Siting the
generator inside a Control Building that also
houses an odor control system would result in
a building dimension of approximately 35-ft by
21-ft. The height would be approximately 12feet tall with an additional 5-ft of generator
exhaust and radiator equipment atop the roof.
The top of the generator equipment and roof
would be approximately 13-ft above the
finished grade elevation of East Street which
would run behind the north side of the Control
Building. For comparison, the existing pump
station’s top of roof (not including stacks) is
approximately two feet higher than the
proposed new pump station top of roof. This
could potentially create obstructing site lines.
Should the Town desire to reduce the Control
Building’s footprint and height, an option is to
locate the generator off-site. The exterior of Figure 3 The New Wharf PS exterior could be
the control building could be designed to blend designed like Ipswich’s historic clam shacks that
into the architecture of homes surrounding the once lined Water Street near the Wharf. Photo
Town Wharf, possibly of the style similar to the provided by Historic Ipswich.
clam shacks that once lined the Ipswich River along Water Street near the Town Wharf.


New Town Wharf Pump Station Opinion of Probable Construction Cost and
Schedule

The estimated cost to demolish the existing Town Wharf Pump Station and construct a
new resilient submersible Town Wharf Pump Station is approximately $6,700,000.
Appendix B in the report includes a detailed Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for a
new submersible Town Wharf PS. Similar to the rehabilitation of the existing pump station,
it is anticipated that the construction time to demolish the existing station and construct
a new Town Wharf Pump Station would take approximately 1.5 to 2 years to complete.
This timeframe considers that access to the Town Wharf for recreational and commercial
purposes be kept open throughout the construction project, particularly during the
summer months.
Do Nothing Option
Should the Town elect to leave the existing Town Wharf Pump Station as-is without
modification, then the following risks and consequences will remain unabated. Note that these
are just several possible outcomes and is not an exhaustive list.
-

Risk for station flooding during storm event which would compromise electrical equipment,
the generator, and the EBARA pump (Pump No. 3).
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-

During station failure due to flooding event, wastewater could backup into Town buildings,
businesses, home, and/or overflow into the Ipswich River and downstream clam beds.

-

Above grade pump station building walls could collapse inward during 100-year plus 3-ft
flooding event.

-

Pump Station building could float or shift from its current position, potentially separating
discharge and suction piping during a 100-year plus 3-foot flooding event.

-

The building and basement could flood causing significant equipment damage.

-

The station could be off-line for an extended period until damage could be fully assessed
and repairs complete. Costly bypass pumping would be required during this time.

-

Pump station capacity undersized for future flow.

After conversations with the Town, it was decided that even if the Town were to choose the
“do nothing” approach and not rehabilitate or replace the existing Town Wharf PS, health and
safety recommendations categorized as needing “immediate” attention should still be
implemented. The following table summarizes the immediate health and safety
recommendations and associated costs to address them.
Table 2: Existing Town Wharf Pump Station Immediate Health and Safety Related Improvement
Recommendations
Location

Estimated
Capital Cost

Proposed Improvement

Area Above Wet Well No.1 and No.2

Install grating and railing

$

3,500

Area Above Wet Well No.1 and No.2

Install removable grating over channels

$

2,700

Building Interior

Install exit signs throughout the pump station

$

6,000

Building Interior

Install emergency lighting throughout the pump
station

$

6,000

Building Interior

Provide combustible gas sensors on the Wet and
Dry sides to meet NFPA-820 requirements.
Provide associated horns/strobes inside the
building, "go, no-go" indicator lights on the
exterior of the building, and remote alarming.

$

Building Interior

Provide duct smoke detectors as required in the
Wet Well and Dry Well ducts. Include local alarm
horn/light in the dry side.

$

5,000

Roof

Need
a
supply
fan
and
replacement
louver/damper. Assumes inline fan and some
duct. Requires vent smoke sensors, vent status,
etc.

$

9,800

Roof

Remove elbow and orient exhaust vertically.
Install new rain flapper valve.

$

400

Total Immediate H&S Capital Cost
Rounded Up To Nearest Thousand
CONTRACTOR O&P
CONTINGENCY
SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services
TOTAL:

15%
40%
20%
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,000

50,400
51,000
8,000
24,000
83,000
17,000
100,000

Additional Town Wharf Improvement Recommendations
The Ipswich Town Wharf is an important recreational and commercial space for Ipswich. An
important component of this project’s success will be to have buy-in and support from the
multiple entities that could benefit from improvements to the Town Wharf, improvements that
could be made in coordination with rehabilitation or replacement construction activities for
the pump station. It is also important to identify potential funding sources and grants so that
the Wastewater Department does not have to pay for all the Town Wharf improvements in
addition to those related to the existing wastewater system. It is recommended that
improvements related to the Town Wharf PS be communicated with other stakeholders in
Town to solicit support, both financially and to promote public buy-in.
As indicated above, parking is at a premium at the Town Wharf particularly during summer
months with limited spaces for automobiles and vehicles with boat trailers. Many commercial
shell fisherman launch their boats at the Town Wharf, but the limited parking restricts the
number of fisherman that can launch their boats. Whether the Town elects to construct a new
pump station or rehabilitate the existing pump station, incorporating additional parking at the
Town Wharf as a part of pump station upgrade activities should be considered. Currently the
land to the west of the Wharf Pump Station is a grassy slope running along East Street down
to the Town Wharf parking lot toward Water Street. The Town may wish to consider extending
the retaining wall behind the pump station westward to the intersection of East Street and
Water Street, leveling the slope and extending the parking lot. This would provide additional
parking at the Town Wharf, and if the parking spaces create more boat trailer parking spaces,
funding may available through the Seaport Economic Council. Should the Town wish to further
pursue a retaining wall extension along East Street, a geotechnical investigation and
evaluation is recommended along the proposed alignment.
If the existing pump station is to be demolished and replaced, the pump station building could
be demolished below grade, backfilled, regraded, and paved for additional parking spaces.
Another area to potentially expand recreational or parking space at the Town Wharf is at
southwest corner near the overflow structure pipe outfall protective piles. The construction of
a timber wharf at the seawall hip in this area could provide additional parking or recreational
space and possibly be eligible for grant funding.
The following table summarizes additional Town Wharf improvements not directly connected
to the wastewater pump station, but improvements that could be incorporated into the pump
station upgrade or replacement project.
Table 3 - Additional Town Wharf Improvement Considerations Which Could be Incorporated into Town
Wharf Pump Station Construction Project
Improvement / Benefit

Improvement Location

Recommended Improvement

Additional vehicular and boat
trailer parking

West of Existing Pump Station
– Grass Slope

Excavate slope down to parking lot grade, extend
retaining wall behind existing pump station west
to Water St. along East St, and pave for new
parking spaces.

Additional vehicular and boat
trailer parking

Existing Pump Station

Demolish pump station, grade, and pave for new
parking spaces.

Additional vehicular parking
and / or recreational space

Southwest Corner of Wharf Seawall Hip near Overflow
Pipe Outfall

Replace Handrails and
Improve Fall Protection

Along Wharf Sewall
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Remove overflow pipe protective piles and
construct a timber wharf to extend out over
Ipswich River to provide a recreational space or
additional parking.
Replace existing seawall handrails and install
more effective gates atop gangways when docks
are not installed.

Funding Opportunities
Several grant opportunities have been identified that may be applicable for a pump station
upgrade project. Grants could be applicable for either construction of a new pump station or
rehabilitating the existing station. The table below summarizes these grant opportunities.
TABLE 4 Recommended Town Wharf Pump Station Funding Strategies
Grant Name

Purpose

Possible Award*

Municipal Vulnerability
Preparedness (MVP) – Action
Grant

Provides support advance priority
climate adaptation actions to address
climate change impacts resulting from
extreme weather, sea level rise,
coastal flooding, and other climate
impacts.
*Ensure Ipswich has completed MVP
Planning Process Meeting by May 2019.

$400,000

FEMA Federal Disaster Funds:
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant
Program

Mitigate the costs and impacts of future
disasters. Reduce long-term risk from
future hazard events.

75% of Total Project Cost

MEMA/FEMA Post-Disaster
Hazard Mitigation Assistance
Grant Program

Reduce or eliminate long-term risks
caused by natural or man-made
disasters.
Only
communities
in
Massachusetts are eligible.
*Ensure the Wharf Pump Station is on
Ipswich’s Hazard Mitigation Plan.

CZM Coastal Resilience

Redesign
and
retrofit
existing
community facilities and infrastructure.

$500,000

MACP Accelerating Climate
Resiliency Mini-Grant Program

Help municipalities advance strategies
that protect people, places, and
communities from the impact of
climate change.

$15,000 - $50,000 per round
(can apply multiple rounds
and phase)

Seaport Economic Council

5 different grants to help stimulate the
maritime economy and grow jobs. Can
be used to for coastal infrastructure
improvement projects that support and
promote tourism, recreation, the shellfishing
industry,
and
improve
sustainability and resilience.

$1,000,000

CZM Coastal Pollutant
Remediation Grant

Design and construct BMPs to treat
runoff from municipal parking lots.
Design and construct commercial boat
pump out facility.

75% of Total Project Cost
Non-Federal Grants can be
used for the 25% match

$175,000

*For all grants, Ipswich would need to contribute 25% of the total project cost (20% for SEC)
** CZM = Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management
Recommendations
After evaluation the existing Town Wharf Pump Station and assessing necessary rehabilitation
efforts versus construction of a new pump station, it is our recommendation that the existing
Town Wharf Pump Station be demolished and replaced with a new resilient submersible
station. While the report that follows presents details on the evaluation, analyses, and
alternatives, the following are some of the key drivers for our recommendation to construct
a new submersible pump station:
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-

Existing station is not resilient to a 100-year (or 100-year plus 3-foot storm) storm, and
significant costs and time would be required to protect the station from catastrophic
flooding failure.

-

Process piping and wet well configuration in the existing station is not ideal for efficient
operations and performance.

-

The life expectancy of a new pump station would be significantly greater than the life
expectancy of a rehabilitated station.

-

Future system capacity could be more adequately handled at a new pump station.

-

Wastewater Staff would be performing operations and maintenance activities in a healthier
and safer environment at a new pump station rather than at a rehabilitated pump station.

-

A new pump station would be designed and constructed with energy conservation and
efficiency in mind. Where practical, high efficiency motors, lighting, and heating systems
would be utilized. Control schematics and proper process operating setpoints could also
provide energy saving measures. Building envelope materials such as insulation would
also offer energy saving measures, particularly during the winter months compared to the
existing poorly insulated station.

-

Aesthetics improvements, recreational space, and parking lot expansion could all be
realized at the Town Wharf as a part of a pump station replacement project.

-

Funding could be available to support the new resilient pump station and other Town
Wharf improvements during a pump station replacement project.

It is recommended that the Town first pursue the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy
and Environmental Affairs’ Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Action Grant and CZM Coastal
Resilience Grants. These grants could be used to fund the engineering design and permitting
efforts for the new Town Wharf Pump Station, which would be resilient to flooding from the
100-year plus 3-foot storm. Grants can be applied for multiple times to help fund different
phases of the project, and we recommend pursuing the next round of funding in Spring 2019
to fund preliminary design and permitting activities associated with a Town Wharf Pump
Station replacement project. Upon completion of permitting and design, it is recommended
that the Town pursue MEMA’s Post-Disaster Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant and FEMA’s
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant; both grants could be used to help fund construction of the new
Town Wharf Pumps Station.
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Section 1
Introduction
1.1 Project Overview and Goals
The Town of Ipswich (Town) Wastewater Department owns and operates the Town
Wharf Pump Station (Wharf PS). The Wharf PS was originally constructed in 1958
and pumps most of the wastewater treated at the Town’s Wastewater Treatment
Plant (WWTP). The Wharf PS has been upgraded over the years, primarily to
improve its process and electrical systems. The Town has concerns related to the
structural condition of the station as well as safety, resiliency to flooding events,
regulatory compliance, and the overall useful life of the station. The Town would
like to upgrade or replace the station to ensure a path towards a reliable pump
station operation at the Ipswich Town Wharf (Town Wharf) for the next twentyfive years.
The Town Wharf has significant commercial and recreational activity throughout
the year, and as such the Wharf PS is a high-profile piece of the Town’s
wastewater infrastructure.
The goal of this project is to evaluate the current state of the Wharf PS and
overflow structure, identify areas of critical concern, and provide
recommendations to address these concerns.

1.2 Project Scope
On February 26, 2018 a kick-off meeting between the Town and Tighe & Bond
personnel was conducted to discuss the Wharf PS Evaluation Project. The purpose
of the meeting was to review the project’s goals, objectives, and methodology;
collect documentation; and solicit staff input on items or systems that may be
experiencing operational or functional problems at the Wharf PS and overflow
structure.
On February 1, February 12, and March 23, 2018 on-site assessments of the
Wharf PS and overflow structure were conducted to evaluate the condition and
identify needed repairs and equipment replacements to maintain reliable
performance. The following items were considered:
o

Structural/Architectural Review and Evaluation

o

Electrical Review and Evaluation

o

Instrumentation and Controls

o

Safety/Security/Site/Civil

o

Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)/Plumbing

o

Process/Mechanical
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o
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Hazardous Building Materials Assessment (HBMA) and Building
Demolition Site Analysis

The results of the on-site evaluation are presented in Section 3. Pump Station
rehabilitation and replacement alternatives as well as recommendations are
presented in Section 4.
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Section 2 Background
2.1 Ipswich Wastewater System
The following sections introduce the Town of Ipswich Wastewater System. A
summary of the wastewater system is described below, which includes the
collection system, Town Wharf Pump Station and wastewater treatment plant.
Table 2-1 presents a glossary of terminology related to the Ipswich Wastewater
System that will be utilized throughout the report.
The Ipswich Wastewater Department includes a full-time Wastewater Director,
Wastewater Engineer, a Wastewater Superintendent, and four full-time operators.
The Wastewater Department falls under the Utilities Department along with the
Electric and Water Departments. Although the wastewater staff oversee both the
collection system and WWTP, the staff use Water Department personnel to
perform maintenance and repairs to the collection system as needed.
Collection System
The Ipswich wastewater collection system consists of approximately 23 miles of
sanitary sewer pipe varying in size from 6 to 24 inches in diameter, most of which
is gravity sewer, 700 manholes, and 5 pump stations including the Town Wharf
pump station. The collection system was originally constructed in 1958 and
currently serves approximately 2,100 customers.
Town Wharf Pump Station
The Town Wharf Pump Station (TWPS) is the Town’s largest wastewater pump
station. The TWPS receives all the wastewater from the collection system and
conveys it directly to the WWTP. Staff currently conducts routine inspections and
performs routine maintenance of the pumping station. Replacement of equipment,
as well as wet well cleaning, are examples of tasks performed on an as-needed
basis. Prior to removal of the manual bar rack from the influent channel,
operations staff would regularly have to rake and remove buckets of screenings
from the wet well.
Within the past year, the Town completed a Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) and controls upgrade at the Wharf PS. The SCADA system
communicates the following information to the WWTP: pump start/stop setpoints;
pump control and run time data; pump rotation setpoints; and power status
(generator versus normal operation).
In 2011, the Town conducted a pump and controls upgrade project that included
retrofitting the station with Sulzer/ABS pumps and upgrading the electrical system
and controls.
Although not through the Wastewater Department, the Town and the
Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game – Office of Fishing and Boating
Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation
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Access are currently working on a public access improvements project for the
Ipswich River Boat Ramp located at the southeastern side of the Town Wharf.
Construction for this project is scheduled to begin in the Spring of 2020
Wastewater Treatment Plant
The Town of Ipswich owns and operates a single Wastewater Treatment Plant that
is designed to treat commercial and residential flows. The WWTP is located on
Fowlers Lane. The WWTP is an activated sludge plant that can be operated in an
extended aeration or a contact stabilization mode. The facility provides incoming
wastewater and septage with secondary levels of treatment, removal in excess of
eighty-five percent (85%) of 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) and total
suspended solids (TSS).
The plant’s original 1958 design consisted of primary clarification, anaerobic
digestion, and a sludge drying bed. In 1972, significant upgrades were made to
the WWTP to increase the level of treatment and the capacity. The 1972
improvements provided a design average daily flow of 1.8 million gallons per day
(MGD) and a peak hourly flow of 5.4 MGD. The Ipswich Wastewater Treatment
facility currently experiences average daily flows in the range of 0.6 to 1.8 MGD,
and maximum daily flows ranging from 1.0 to 3.2 MGD. Nearly all flow is pumped
to the WWTP from the Town Wharf Pump Station. Influent flow is measured at the
WWTP, which is the assumed flow for the Town Wharf Pump Station. The Town
Wharf Pump Station’s SCADA system is displayed at the WWTP.

2.2 Wastewater Terminology and Guidance Documents
Wastewater Glossary of Terminology
Through this report there will be terminology and acronyms used that are specific
to the wastewater industry and Ipswich’s Wastewater System. To assist the
reader, a glossary of terminology is presented in Table 2-1 to be referenced
through the report. Although multiple wastewater terms can often be used to
describe the same piece of equipment or process, this report attempts to use the
following terminology throughout to prevent confusion.
Table 2-1

Glossary of Terminology

25-year Flood

A flood level that has a 4% annual chance of occurring (based on
FEMA Flood Insurance Study and accompanying Flood Insurance
Rate Map).

100-year Flood

A flood level that has a 1% annual chance of occurring (based on
FEMA Flood Insurance Study and accompanying Flood Insurance
Rate Map).

500-year Flood

A flood level that has a 0.2% annual chance of occurring (based
on FEMA Flood Insurance Study and accompanying Flood
Insurance Rate Map).
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ADWF

Average Dry Weather Flow. The average flow in the wastewater
collection system during a period of dry weather.

Alarm Level

Flood Alarm (High) Level. The wastewater level in the wet well at
which a warning signal will be transmitted to alert attention.

Backup Power
Supply

Emergency power generation or an alternative power source of
sufficient capacity with enough fuel to run under full load or peak
flow for at least 48 hours, or under normal operating conditions for
at least 96 hours, whichever requires the greater amount of fuel.

BWL

Bottom Water Level. The minimum automatic operational
wastewater level in a pumping station wet well. Pumps are
switched off at this level.

Bypass of Pump
Station

Connections to allow truck-mounted or other pumping systems to
temporarily replace a pumping station for the purposes of major
maintenance or station renovation.

Comminutor

A machine that cuts up solids and rags in raw wastewater in
preparation for treatment or pumping (similar to a grinder).

Critical Equipment

All electrical, mechanical, and control systems associated with
pump stations that are responsible for conveyance of wastewater
to the treatment facility to maintain primary treatment and
disinfection during a flood event.
Also, equipment that, if damaged by flood conditions, will prevent
the facilities from returning to pre-flood event operation after
cessation of flood conditions.

DI

Ductile Iron (Pipes and Fittings)

DICL

Ductile Iron Cement Lined (Pipes and Fittings)

EL

Elevation

Effluent Flow

Wastewater flow leaving or being pumped / discharged from the
pump station or specific wastewater equipment or process.

Grit

Solids such as sand, coffee grounds, glass, eggshells, etc. in
wastewater, which can cause excessive wear and tear on pumps
and other WWTP equipment

HGL

Hydraulic Grade Line. The surface or profile of water flowing in an
open channel or a pipe flowing partially full. If a pipe is under
pressure, the hydraulic grade line is that level water would rise to
in a small, vertical tube connected to the pipe.
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High Flow Pumps
(As
Related
to
Ipswich Wharf PS)

The pumps at the pump station that handle the high flows (high
flow periods of the day) to pump wastewater to the Ipswich WWTP.
These pumps operate when the smaller Jockey pump can no longer
keep up with the influent wastewater flows. Pump No.1 and Pump
No.2 are the two high flow pumps installed in 2011 and are
manufactured by ABS/Sulzer; Pump No.1 is most easterly in the
dry well. Pump No.3 is the high flow pump installed in 2003 and is
manufactured by EBARA; Pump No.3 is the second most westerly
pump in the dry well.

Influent Flow

Wastewater flow entering the pump station or specific wastewater
equipment or process.

Invert

The lowest point of the internal surface of a pipeline or channel at
any cross-section along its longitudinal section.

Jockey Pump (As
Related to Ipswich
Wharf PS)

The pump at the pump station that handles pumping to the WWTP
during low flow conditions. This pump operates, at low flow times
and during the night. The Jockey pump was installed in 2011 and
is manufactured by ABS/Sulzer; the Jockey pump is the most
westerly pump in the dry well.

Overflow Structure
(As it pertains to
the Wharf PS)

A manhole structure designed to allow discharge from the
collection system to overflow into the environment (Ipswich River)
in the event of a backup at the Wharf PS in order to prevent
flooding and backup of wastewater in the collection system at
private & public properties in Ipswich.

MHW

Mean High Water Level. The average height of the highest tide
observed over a period of several years.

MLW

Mean Low Water Level. The average height of the lowest tide
observed over a period of several years.

MTWL

Maximum Top of Water Level. The maximum automatic (normal)
operational wastewater level in a wet well. Standby pumps are
switched on at this level because an issue with duty pumps is
assumed.

NPSH

Net Positive Suction Head. The NPSH is the difference between the
inlet total head (absolute) and the head corresponding to the vapor
pressure (absolute) of the liquid.

NPSHA

Net Positive Suction Head Available. The absolute pressure at the
suction port of the pump. Which is the difference between the inlet
total head (absolute) and the head corresponding to the vapor
pressure (absolute) of the liquid.
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NPSHR

Net Positive Suction Head Required. The minimum pressure
required at the suction port of the pump to keep the pump from
cavitating.

Sanitary Sewer
Overflow (SSO)

A condition in which untreated wastewater is discharged from a
sanitary sewer into the environment prior to reaching the
wastewater treatment facilities. Overflows are not allowed at
pumping stations serving separated sanitary and drainage
collection systems such as Ipswich’s Wharf PS.

PDWF

The expected peak flow in the collection system sewers during a
period of dry weather.

PWWF

The expected peak flow in the collection system during a period of
wet weather.

Qp

The rated capacity of a pump or group of pumps, expressed in
gallons per minute.

Rags

Different materials that are flushed down the toilet or drain and
which do not dissolve, and which can get wadded together. Rags
can become entangled in pump station and WWTP equipment.

Sewer

An underground conduit for carrying of wastewater. Wastewater
can flow through a gravity sewer, be pumped through a sewer
force main, or flow through a sewer siphon by head pressure.

TWL

Top Water Level. The wastewater level in a wet well at which
pumps for normal automatic operation are switched on.

V

Wet well Control Volume. The volume between TWL and BWL.

v

The velocity of flow in a given size pipe.

Wastewater
Collection System

The complete system of sewers, access chambers, pumping
stations, required to receive, transport and sometimes partially
treat wastewater and to transfer it for treatment to the WWTP.

Town Wharf Pump Station Drawings
A drawing of the existing Town Wharf Pump Station is presented in Figure 2-1.
The purpose of these plan and section views of the existing pump station is to
further assist the reader of this report with understanding the pump station’s
components, rooms, and the nomenclature, which will be referenced and utilized
throughout the report.
Guidance Documents
In evaluating the Town Wharf Pump Station and planning for future
improvements, industry standard guidance documents were utilized throughout
Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation
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Descriptions of each of these guidance documents is presented

NFPA 820 - National Fire Protection Association 820 Standard for Fire Protection
in Wastewater Treatment and Collection Facilities. A standard that pertains to
wastewater treatment facilities and wastewater pump stations. It applies to all
new installations, and to additions or modifications of existing facilities. The
standard provides two approaches for reducing the risk of an explosion due to the
presence of combustible gas that can emanate from wastewater. The first
approach is to use “explosion proof” electrical equipment in classified spaces;
typically, in pump stations the wet well would be a classified space. The second
approach allows building spaces to be “unclassified”, in which case explosion proof
electrical equipment is not required. A space can be “unclassified” if the space is
properly ventilated. Typically wet well can be” unclassified” and not require
explosion proof electrical equipment at greater than 12 air changes per hour and
if the ventilation status is monitored.
The standard states that unless otherwise specified in NFPA 820, the provisions
do not apply to facilities, equipment, structures, or installations that were
approved for construction prior to the effective date of the standard. However, it
further states that in those instances where the authority having jurisdiction
determines that the existing situation presents an unacceptable degree of risk,
the authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to apply retroactively any
portions of the standard deemed appropriate. The Town Wharf Pump Station was
reviewed for compliance with NFPA 820.
Technical Report No. 16 Guides for the Design of Wastewater Treatment
Works (2011 Edition as Revised in 2016) – TR-16 is a guidance manual
published by the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission
(NEIWPCC). The manual is written for engineers who design wastewater
treatment systems (wastewater collection systems, wastewater pump stations,
wastewater treatment plants), state regulators who review and approve
wastewater treatment system designs, and municipalities that are soliciting
professional design services for wastewater treatment systems. The manual
provides specific guidance on wastewater pump stations, including pump station
resiliency. Table 2-2 presents TR-16 Guidelines applicable to the evaluation of
rehabilitating or constructing a new Town Wharf Pump Station. The Town Wharf
Pump Station was evaluated with respect to the typical design standards in TR16.
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Table 2-2 Select TR-16 Wastewater Pump Station Guidelines
Access

Suitable, safe, and separate means of access should be provided
for dry and wet wells. Stairways and/or ships ladders are preferred
for drywells and are required for wet wells containing either bar
screens or mechanical equipment that requires inspection or
maintenance (such as the Town Wharf PS). Consideration must be
given to confined space entry requirements.

Backup Power
Supply

Emergency power generation or an alternative power source of
sufficient capacity.
For operation during a power failure, an independent enginegenerator type source of electric power should be provided for
electrically driven pumps. This source should be automatically
activated when any phase of the power supply fails or upon any
fluctuation in voltage, especially when the extent or duration of the
failure or fluctuation would cause damage to motors.
Generator should have enough fuel to run under full load or peak
flow for at least 48 hours, or under normal operating conditions for
at least 96 hours, whichever requires the greater amount of fuel.

Channel Covers

Wastewater channels located in wet wells (such as those at the
Town Wharf PS) should be covered with nonskid, corrosion resistant
grating. The grates should be installed flush with a floor that is
capable of supporting anticipated loads. All channels should be
drained when not in use. Where the side meets the floor of a
channel, fillets should be provided.

Divided Wet Well

A wet well should be divided into two properly interconnected and
gated sections to facilitate maintenance and cleaning.

Flood Protection
(Existing Facilities)

Existing pump stations that are planned for upgrade or expansion
should be improved to the maximum extent possible to meet the
flood protection criteria noted for new facilities (below). However,
existing facilities may present significant challenges to implementing increased levels of protection. The possible vulnerability and the
differential cost of increasing the level of protection above the 100year flood elevations for uninterrupted operation and protection
from damage, respectively, should be weighed against replacement
cost in selecting the level of flood protection implemented when
upgrading existing facilities.
Wastewater pumping stations, including all electrical and
mechanical equipment, should be protected from physical damage
by waters at or above the 100-year flood elevation.
All entrances and/or non-sealable openings of a station should be
above the 100-year flood elevation. Wastewater pumping stations,
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should remain fully operational and accessible during a 25-year
flood.
Safeguard existing equipment that is below the level of protection
from water damage or wave action and salt exposure if in tidal
zones. (Means of protection for existing equipment include
construction of barriers, water tight enclosures, or additional
methods).
Potential effects of long term climate change should be considered.
*As a part of this Town Wharf PS evaluation, existing wastewater
electrical and mechanical equipment shall be protected from
physical damage by waters at or above the 100-year plus 3-feet
flood elevation.
Flood Protection
(New Facilities)

Wastewater pumping stations should provide for uninterrupted
operation of all units during conditions of a 100-year flood.
Wastewater pumping stations should be placed above, or protected
against, the structural, process, and electrical equipment damage
that might occur in an event that results in a water elevation above
the 100-year flood. Critical equipment should be protected
against damage up to a water surface elevation that is 3 feet
above the 100-year flood elevation.
All entrances and/or non-sealable openings of a station should be
above the 100-year flood elevation. Potential effects of long term
climate change should be considered.

Flood Protection
(Related but not
reviewed for entire
collection system)

All systems should evaluate sewer lines located in a 100-year
floodplain. The sewer manholes in these sections should be
protected from I/I in flood conditions. Considerations to include
water-tight manholes or manholes raised above the 100- year flood
level.

Floor Slope to
Avoid Grit
Accumulation

A wet well floor should have a minimum slope of 1-to-1 to the tank
bottom. The horizontal area of the tank bottom should be no greater
than is needed for proper installation and function of pump suction
pipes. Steeper floor pitch angles and self-cleaning wet well features
may be considered.

Grease Control

If grease cannot be controlled at the source, the following might be
looked at to mitigate the FOG buildup in the wet wells:




Aerate the wet well. (This can lead to odor problems, this
can also lead to entrainment of air in the pump volute.)
Provide a mechanical mixer in the wet well.
Recirculating a portion of the pumped flow back into the
wet well for surface agitation. (Care must be taken not to
interfere with ultrasonic level transducers or create
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Prevent Air
Entrainment

turbulence which might lead to entrainment of air in the
pump volute
 Use pump control telemetry to vary the liquid depth, to
draw the FOG layer into the pumps and prevent FOG shelf
formation. (Care should be taken not to entrain air in the
pumps during the drawdown).
Configuration of a wet well and pump inlets should eliminate the
possibility of vortexing. Intake pipes should be flared, preferably
with the inlet opening facing down.
To avoid air entrainment into a pump, wet well inlets should be
located to preclude the possibility of wastewater falling directly onto
the pump or pump intake.

Pump Station
Design Capacity &
Pumping Rate

A wastewater pump station should handle the projected peak
wastewater flows of the sewer collection system feeding the station.

Screening

Pumping stations serving separated sanitary wastewater for sewers
less than 30 inches in diameter do not require screening for large
solids.

Site Layout

Stations and all ancillary equipment must be readily accessible to
personnel and service vehicles during all weather conditions.

Uplift (Buoyancy)
Forces

Pump stations should be designed to withstand uplift (buoyancy)
forces resulting from high groundwater conditions.

Wet Well

Wet wells are the holding tanks for gravity-flow collection systems.
As wastewater enters the wet well and the water level rises, pumps
are engaged to pump out the wastewater to a forced main, or the
wastewater is lifted to a higher grade to continue the gravity flow
to the outlet point.

Wet Well Storage
Capacity

The effective storage capacity of a wet well should be based upon
the recommended number of pump starts per hour and the design
filling time.

In general, major pumping stations, especially those operated as
part of POTWs, should balance the rate of incoming wastewater with
the pumping rate discharge as closely as possible.

The Effective Volume of the Wet Well should be based on a
filling time of 30 minutes or less under design average daily-flow
rates (to prevent septic conditions).
Where the anticipated tributary wastewater flows are significantly
less than the design average flow, provisions should be made so
the filling time under initial conditions does not exceed 30 minutes
(i.e., providing a divided wet well or shortening the wet well operating range). Stations with variable-speed pumping that can match
incoming flow rates (such as the Town Wharf PS) are likely to have
Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation
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smaller wet wells than stations with fixed-speed pumps; however,
prevention of septic conditions should still be examined.
Pump Starts per Hour: 6 to 10 starts/hour (max. recommended
by pump manufacturers).
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2.3 Service Life of Equipment
The condition assessment performed during this project was based upon visual
inspection, age of the equipment/structure, known deficiencies, criticality, and
regulatory concerns. In addition to drawing upon Tighe & Bond’s experience,
equipment manufacturer recommendations and guidance from professional
organizations were used to estimate the probable remaining service life. Table 23 entitled, “Equipment Probable Life Expectancy Summary” summarizes the
probable equipment life for a variety of the types of equipment found at the Wharf
PS.
It should be noted that some equipment items have longer or shorter operating
lives depending upon the quality of the original equipment and installation, the
specific environment, range of operating conditions, and operation and
maintenance practices.
2.3.1 Process Equipment
The following summarizes the probable service life for most of the major
equipment and systems found in Ipswich’s Town Wharf PS.
Pumps
In general, the average service life for pumps is approximately 20 to 30 years,
although pumps in wastewater service may have a shorter life due to additional
wear from grit and other solids present in the wastewater collection system.
Pumps sometimes remain in service for a longer period of time. Although pumps
can generally be rebuilt several times, they should be replaced after that because
they lose operating efficiency.
Process Valves
The typical service life for process valves is commonly 25 to 30 years.
2.3.2 Instrumentation
The typical service life of monitoring equipment such as pressure and flow
transmitters are 15 to 20 years.
2.3.3 Electrical
Panelboards and transformers have typical service life expectancies of 30 years.
Electrical wiring, under optimum conditions, can have a useful service life of up to
50 years. Incandescent and fluorescent light fixtures have a useful service life of
about 30 years.
2.3.4 HVAC
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) performed studies to determine the typical service life of various HVAC
equipment. The values given depend on duty cycle, exposure to corrosive
elements, and maintenance but also present useful guidance to determine the
state of systems.
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Electric unit heaters generally have service life expectancies of approximately 1015 years. External louvers and fan life is about 15-25 years depending on the fan
type. Ductwork is expected to last for 20-30 years and associated actuators for
15-30 years. Residential type dehumidifiers can last 2-8 years, which is what is
installed in the Wharf PS.
Table 2-3 Equipment Probable Life Expectancy Summary

Item
No.

Equipment

1

Pumps

2

4

Process Valves
Differential Pressure
Transmitter
Magnetic Flow Meters

5
6

Typical Life
Expectancy
(Years)1

Source

20 to 302

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

> 30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

15

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

10 to 15

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

Sump Pumps

10

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

Unit Heaters (Electric)

15

ASHRAE/Tighe & Bond experience

7

Unit Heaters (Hot Water)

20

ASHRAE/Tighe & Bond experience

8

Unit Heaters (Gas)

13

ASHRAE

9

Water Heaters

15

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

10

Exhaust Fans

20

ASHRAE/Tighe & Bond experience

11

Ventilation Louver Actuators

3

20 to 25

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

12

Air Cooled HVAC Equipment

20

ASHRAE

13

HVAC Thermostats

20

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

14

Dehumidifiers (Commercial)

15 to 20

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

15

Dehumidifiers (Residential)

16

Standby Generators

17

Motor Control Centers

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

18

Panelboards

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

19

Switchboards

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

20

Transformers

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

21

Automatic Transfer Switches

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

22

Wiring

50

Equipment Manufacturers

30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

12 to 15

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers

23
24

Incandescent/Fluorescent
Lights
Motion Sensors

2 to 8
15 to 30

Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers
Equipment Manufacturers

25
Smoke Detectors
15
Tighe & Bond experience/Equipment Manufacturers
Equipment life expectancies will vary greatly depending on a multitude of factors such as moisture, heat, chemical
delivered, hourly use, and maintenance frequency.
1

2
Pumps typically can typically be rebuilt several times; however, following the second rebuild, the pumps should be
replaced due to a loss of operating efficiency.
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Section 3
Town Wharf Pump Station Evaluation
On February 1, February 12, and March 23, 2018 Tighe & Bond conducted facility
inspections to review current conditions at the Wharf PS and Overflow Structure.
During the inspections, the equipment remained in service. For each structure, an
interior and exterior inspection was completed.
Appendix A contains condition summary tables consisting of recommended
improvements for the pump station and overflow structure.

3.1 Field Investigation & Information Review
3.1.1 Process/Mechanical
Influent Channel and Wet Well: Wastewater
enters the station via a 24-inch diameter cast
iron gravity sewer. The wet well includes two, 2foot wide by 2.5-foot deep influent channels.
The north side channel previously contained a
“Muffin Monster” comminutor to grind influent
screenings; the comminutor was removed by
the Town, however, the comminutor shaft
remains and should be demolished. Upstream of
the former comminutor is a mud valve that
drains to the west-side wet well below. Rags
currently catch up on this valve, and since it is Figure 3-1 - Wet Well Influent
not needed or used by the operators, its removal Channels
is recommended. Wastewater flows through the
north channel into the east side wet well via an ‘S’ shaped 16-inch diameter pipe
stub elbow, this configuration could potentially create turbulence and introduce
air to the pumps, particularly Pump No. 2, through the suction elbow.
Until recently, the southerly influent channel had a manually-cleaned bar rack.
The bar rack serves as an initial screen to remove solids. To improve operator
safety and eliminate the labor needed to frequently clean the screen and lift heavy
buckets of rags up to the first-floor level, the operators removed the bar rack.
Although a significant amount of rags enters the station, the pumps have
continued to operate without the need for the rack. Given that the pumps have
been operating successfully since the bar screen was removed, a more robust
screenings removal or grinder does not appear to be needed to replace the manual
bar rack. This channel drops flow via a 16-inch diameter pipe stub welded to a
cover plate directly in front of one of the Pump No. 3 suction elbow; similar to the
easterly wet well, this configuration could potentially create turbulence and
introduce air to Pump No. 3 through the suction elbow. Removal of the cover plate
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and pipe stub allows access to this wet well tank; however, this access is very
difficult to the point where operations staff do not enter the west side wet well for
inspection or cleaning.

Figure 3-2 - Wet Well Sluice Gate

Two pumps draw from each wet well tank;
Pump Nos. 1 and 2 draw from the easterly
wet well, while Pump No. 3 and the Jockey
Pump draw from the westerly wet well. There
is a 16-inch square sluice gate mounted on
the east side wet well common-wall that
when opened, allows flow to pass between
the two wet wells. The sluice gate is in poor
condition. Operations staff cannot reliably
operate the sluice gate without fear of it
breaking. Replacement of the sluice gate is
recommended.

Cleaning and removing grit from the wet wells is difficult due to poor access.
Effective grit removal requires shutting down one wet well at a time; however,
this cannot be easily done with the current wet well isolation sluice gate. The
accumulation of grit is noticeable in the west side wet well and is a factor in
excessive wear and maintenance of the pumps. The Jockey Pump and Pump No.
3 drawing from the west side wet well operate under more severe conditions due
to grit accumulation in the wet well. To help alleviate the problem of grit build up
in the west side wet well, operations staff would
like to redirect the influent flow from the west
side wet well to the east side wet well which has
the larger capacity and newer ABS / Sulzer
pumps that are better suited to handle the grit.
This operational change may help to reduce grit
issues at the Wharf Pump Station including
impeller wear.
Neither influent channels nor the open east side
wet well have adequate grating or covers. In its
current state, the wet well poses a significant
safety hazard due to the lack of grating over the
channels and wet well. The Town should replace
the missing grating as soon as possible to reduce Figure 3-3 - East Side Wet Well
Tank
the risk of potentially life-threatening falls and
the engulfment hazard.
A structural summary of the east side wet well’s physical condition is described in
Section 3.1.3. The west side wet well is not accessible for inspection or
maintenance.
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Pumping Equipment: The Wharf PS is equipped with two Sulzer/ABS dry-pit
submersible High Flow pumps (Pump Nos. 1 and 2), one EBARA High Flow pump
(Pump No. 3), and a Sulzer/ABS dry-pit submersible Jockey pump (Jockey Pump).
The Sulzer/ABS pumps are only 7 years old and appear to be in good working
condition. The Town has worked with the manufacturer in the past to address
some needed repairs. The dry-pit submersible pumps are able to pass the pumps
station’s rags and solids. The EBARA pump is approximately 16 years old and it is
the last of the EBARA pumps that were installed in 2003. The EBARA pumps had
ragging and performance issues, dating back to when they were originally
installed, particularly when running at slower speeds. Replacement of this last
EBARA pump (Pump No. 3) is highly recommended.
As a part of the Wharf Pump Station evaluation, a drawdown test was performed
to assess the current performance of the pumps. It was concluded that the pump
impellers are worn because their flow rate is less than anticipated for the system
heads the pumps were pumping against during testing. Section 3.2 provides
information on the hydraulic analysis performed as a part of this project.
Process Piping and Valves: Two 12-inch diameter suction lines draw
wastewater from the east side wet well, and two 10-inch diameter suction lines
draw wastewater from the west side wet well. As indicated above, the east wet
well was inspected; despite being constructed of ductile iron the ends of the
suction elbows were noted to have small iron bits detaching from the bell, and the
pipe material was not the hardness typical of ductile iron, thus indicating pipe
corrosion. Although the west side wet well basin could not be inspected, it is
assumed that the suction line elbows are in similar condition. Replacement of the
four suction elbows is recommended.
The three High Flow pumps (Pump Nos. 1, 2, and 3) discharge into a single, 16inch diameter station header, while the fourth pump (the Jockey Pump) is coupled
to a single, 10-inch diameter discharge pipe.
Process valves in the dry well include
suction line plug valves, discharge line
check valves, and discharge line plug
valves. The valves are in fair operable
condition, however, given their age,
replacement is recommended.
Piping from the two Sulzer/ABS pumps
connect to the discharge header via tee
fittings which increase the discharge
head losses therefore decreasing
output. It is recommended that the tee
Figure 3-4– Wet Well (Pump Room)
fittings be replaced with wye fittings to
allow for lower head losses and higher flow.
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Odor Control: There is currently no odor control system in the Wharf PS. Odor is
further discussed in Section 4.1.4.
3.1.2 Instrumentation and Controls
Instrumentation at the facility consists of a single submersible pressure
transducer for level sensing in the east side wet well. The transducer works with
the Programable Logic Controller (PLC) to control activation of the four pumps.
Run speed setpoints are manually set by operations staff. The wet well also
contains a backup float switch system in the east side wet well to activate the
pumps independent of the PLC if the level sensor or PLC should fail.
There is currently no flow metering at the station. Influent flow at the WWTP is
indicative of the flow from the Wharf PS, and the Town is planning to tie the flow
rate into a visible flow display at the pump station. Displaying the flow at the
pump station is recommended, whether it be the influent flow read at the WWTP,
or ideally by installing a flow meter on the force main at the pump station.
There was only one discharge pressure gauge available to be shared amongst the
four pumps. It is recommended that suction and discharge pressure gauges be
installed on each of the four pumps.
Combustible gas detection instrumentation was not observed in either the wet
well or dry well areas. A combustible gas detector should be immediately installed
in the wet well. The gas detector should be connected to an alarm, an auto dialer,
and warning lights on the inside and outside of the wet well, in accordance with
NFPA 820. Until gas detection equipment can be installed, operations staff should
utilize hand-held multi-gas gas meters when entering the wet well.
The Wharf Pump Station features alarms for the following applications:






High-high level
Low level
Power Failure
Generator Failure
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) failure (local alarm only)

TR-16 Guidelines recommend that the following additional items be connected to
the Wharf PS’s alarm system:




Loss of alarm transmission line
Standby power failure
Intrusion

3.1.3 Structural/Architectural
The Wharf PS has a single above grade story and a single below-grade level. The
original structure was constructed in the late 1950’s, and it had above-grade
dimensions of 18’ x 21’ and below grade dimensions of 29’-6” x 27’.
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Drawings indicate that the above grade walls and the roof were demolished in the
early 1970’s. During the reconstruction, the below grade structure remained
intact/unchanged, but the above grade portion structure was expanded so the
dimensions would match those of the below-grade structure. The remodeled
structure consists of a cast-in-place concrete roof with integral beams supported
on concrete columns which bear on the foundation walls. 14-inch thick masonry
walls infill between the columns and are comprised of a 4” brick veneer with a 2”
air cavity and 8” Cement Masonry Unit (CMU) block which appears to not be
reinforced with steel rebar. The below-grade portion of the building is constructed
of cast-in-place concrete walls, beams and walls.
The building is divided into the wet well and dry well sides by a wall running in
the east-west direction. Architectural systems include a ballasted membrane roof,
steel plate doors, aluminum stairs on the wet well side, and galvanized steel stairs
on the dry well/pump side.
Structural Conditions Assessment: Overall the building is in satisfactory
condition. While deficiencies were observed in both the structural and architectural
systems that require repair, no flaws were noted that would severely limit the
useful service life of the building (not considering resiliency and flooding which is
discussed in Section 4.1.3 and does limit the useful life of the building).
The ballasted membrane roof system is in
poor condition with splits visible in the
membrane where it is exposed at the
parapets and additional visible splits in the
flashing around the penetrations. The
uninsulated doors are constructed of
galvanized steel plates and are in fair
condition except for some areas of surface
rust. However, the door hardware is
approaching a failed condition and should be
replaced.
The exterior brick masonry is in fair
condition. The mortar joints are intact with Figure 3-5- Compromised Membrane
Roof
areas of very fine cracking. There are two
isolated deficiencies in the brick veneer; namely an area of impact damage likely
due to a vehicle and an area of wear due to discharge from the roof drain.
The interior CMU is in satisfactory condition with an isolated area of deterioration
of the face shells in an area adjacent to the sink.
The roof beams are in good condition with isolated hairline cracks with
efflorescence in what appears to be an as-constructed deficiency at the southeast
corner of the building. The underside of the roof slab is in satisfactory condition.
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There is an isolated crack visible on the underside of the roof slab with rust
staining.
The dry well concrete walls and floor slab are in
satisfactory condition with a failing paint coating
system. The landing and bottom flight of the
galvanized steel stairs at the pump area are in
poor condition with areas of heavy section loss.
The aluminum stairs in the wet well are in fair
condition with visible pitting. The steel rail
mounted on the aluminum stairs to the wet well
is in poor/fair condition with a failed coating
system and heavy surface rust.
The concrete within the east wet well tank is in
overall fair condition. In the areas of the wet well
at and below the normal water line, the concrete
exhibits deterioration of the surface typically 1/4”
Figure 3-6 - Dry Well Stair Case deep with areas of deeper deterioration. The
concrete underneath this deterioration is sound. Areas of deeper spalling or steel
reinforcing exposed by the surficial deterioration were not observed. There are
two beams which span in the north-south direction over the top of the east wet
well tank. There is concrete scaling on the
underside/soffit of these beams, which is
significant in some areas, exposing the
coarse aggregate. A small slab adjacent to
the east wet well and beneath the stairs is
in similar condition.
The Wharf PS’s influent channels are
located above the west side wet well. The
concrete channels are protected in part
with diamond plate covers, however, not
all the channels were covered, creating a
safety hazard. The channels were in
service at the time of our inspection. The Figure 3-7 - Wet Well Concrete Walls,
concrete along at the side walls and at the Underside of Beam, and Sluice Gate Shaft
top of the channels exhibits wear/scaling
which exposes the coarse aggregate. The walls above finished floor and the
underside of the roof slab are in fair overall condition with staining and
efflorescence staining.
Structural Safety Systems/Notes:


Neither the influent channels nor the east side wet well were adequately
covered with safety plates or grating.
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The railing at the top of the stairs on both sides of the station is 37” high;
the current code requirement is 42” high railings.
There is not any fall protection within the access hatch in the first floor over
the Pump Room.

Structural Recommendations and Priority Structural Items: The wet well
concrete is in suitable condition to remain in service. To prevent the deterioration,
however, it is recommended that the surficial concrete in the wet well and in the
influent channels be removed a minimum of ½” down to sound concrete. These
compromised areas should then be surface-prepared with either a mechanical
means shot blast or high-pressure water, and then the areas coated with a highbuild 100 percent solids epoxy.
The following are additional priority structural recommendations for the Wharf PS:
-

Remove roofing and install an insulated membrane roofing system

-

Replace the landing and the lower flight of stairs to the Pump Room

-

Prepare and paint the upper flight of stairs

-

Replace the steel-plate entry doors with insulated corrosion resistant doors

-

Repair isolated deficiencies on brick veneer, remove and replace damaged
brick, extend roof drain

-

Repair the area of deteriorated CMU in the drywell side, remove and
replaced deteriorated face shells

-

Install fall protection grate at access hatch

-

Install grating over influent channels and wet well

-

Paint station interior as required/desired, however, doing so in accordance
with proper hazardous building materials procedures where necessary as
discussed in Section 3.1.7.

3.1.4 Electrical/Standby Power
The Wharf PS includes a 277/480V, 500A, three phase distribution gear feeding
electrical equipment in the main electrical room, as well as a lower-level dry well
and two-level wet well. The main service disconnect consists of a 500A, three
phase circuit breaker located in the first section of the Motor Control Center (MCC)
in the main electrical area. Backup power is provided via a 240kW natural gas
generator through an Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS). The ATS is located within
the second section of the MCC. In addition to the main circuit breaker, ATS, and
generator, the main electrical equipment located within the electrical room
consists of a six section MCC containing circuit breakers and starters, four
standalone VFDs feeding pumps within the dry well, a 480V three phase
panelboard, and a 120/208V three phase panelboard.
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Overall, the electrical equipment within the Wharf PS is in good condition. Most of
the equipment was installed in the last 20 years. Electrical equipment should be
maintained in accordance with manufacturer recommended practices. The
equipment appears to have been maintained properly and maintenance should be
continued in the future. In addition, equipment should be when required, as most
electrical equipment has a service life of approximately thirty years. Beyond this
period, electrical equipment is less reliable and should be replaced to avoid a
potentially dangerous failure.
A weekly generator test was observed, and the generator functioned properly with
all the loads running from the building at the same time. The generator has been
regularly maintained and is sized appropriately for the loads within the building.
However, future expansion of the station may require the replacement of the
generator with a larger model. A number of issues will need to be considered if
future loads require a larger generator. Locating the generator may become an
issue given the current space confinements within the Wharf PS.
The electrical service does not have any surge protection installed. Surge
protection of at least 300 kA/phase is recommended to protect the electrical
equipment throughout the building.
The exterior lighting attached to the
building is no longer functional and should
be replaced with efficient LED fixtures
with photocell controls. Interior lighting
levels within the electrical room and dry
well are sufficient, but the fixtures are
inefficient and should be replaced with
LED fixtures in the future. Lighting levels
and fixtures within the wet well are in
good condition.
The following issues are electrical
code violations or safety hazards and
should be addressed immediately:
There are currently no emergency lights
or illuminated exit signs within the
building.
Emergency
lighting
and
Figure 3-8 - The Station's Electrical
illuminated exit signs should be provided Equipment Would be Compromised
in both the dry well and wet well. There is During a 100-Year Storm Event Under 2
currently no combustible gas detection feet of Water.
within the building. Combustible gas
sensors and associated alarm horn/strobes should be installed on both sides of
the pump station. In addition, green and red “go, no-go” lights should be installed
at both entrances to the building to alert personnel of potentially hazardous
conditions within the building. There is roof drain piping penetrating through the
roof and routed above the MCC. The drain pipe should be relocated in order to
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meet National Electrical Code requirements for dedicated electrical space above
the MCC. There are no duct smoke detectors nor alarm devices in the ductwork.
Duct smoke detectors and alarm devices are required if HVAC upgrades are made
and should be added in the future to meet NFPA requirements.
The finished flood elevation of the Wharf PS is EL 11 feet. During a 100-year storm
event (EL 13 feet), the station would flood under two feet of water damaging the
electrical equipment. The 100-year plus 3-foot storm would submerge the
electrical equipment under 5 feet of water; resiliency is further discussed in
Section 4.1.3.
Additional less critical recommendations are listed in the Conditions Summary
Table (Appendix A).
3.1.5 HVAC/Plumbing /Fire Protection
Dry Well Existing Conditions: The pump station was designed and constructed
with mechanical ventilation is provided to cool the dry well with thermostatic
controls, however, it is not functioning. A motor operated louver opens to allow
air into the space while a roof exhaust fan operates to remove air from the space
through exhaust ductwork in both the upper and lower levels. The ventilation
serving the dry side was not functional during the inspection. The supply louver
would not open, and the exhaust fan would not turn on. The motor operated
louvers were oxidized and are assumed to be frozen. There are two gas fired
30,000 BTU unit heaters to heat the electrical area on the upper level. They are
old but appear to be in good working condition. There is also a separate 7.5 kW
electric heater and thermostatic control to heat the lower level, which appears to
have failed.
There is a 250-kW natural gas fired standby generator on the upper floor, with
separate a separate supply louver and motorized damper assembly for
ventilation/combustion air. The assembly is in good condition. The combustion
exhaust penetrates up through the roof of the building and discharges
horizontally.
The generator cooling is accomplished with a potable domestic water total loss
arrangement. In order to cool the generator when operating, an electronic valve
opens and floods a heat exchanger onboard the generator with domestic water,
and once used the water is discharged directly from the generator into the wet
well.
The generator combustion exhaust discharges towards the same side (west) of
the building as the intake louvers for the generator. This is causing exhaust to be
drawn into the intake, and possible carbon monoxide accumulation in the space.
Also, the space becomes quite hot when the generator operates as the exhaust
fan is not functioning.
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Dry Well Recommendations: The non-functional exhaust fan may be repairable
but should be replaced given its age. The louvers should be replaced with a new
louver and supply fan to meet NFPA 820 requirements. The 30,000 BTU gas fired
unit heaters will eventually need to be replaced. The 7.5 kW electric heater needs
to be replaced. All thermostatic controls for heating and cooling should be
reviewed and replaced. Most are in poor condition, and there are multiple systems
remaining from different upgrades to the building, making it unclear which
thermostat controls which piece of equipment. All abandoned equipment and
controls should be demolished.
If the generator remains inside the building, the generator exhaust must point
upwards per DEP 310 CMR 7.26.42.d.4 and cannot have any device that restricts
the upward flow of the exhaust. The elbow must be removed, and the vertical
portion extended by about three feet. An exhaust rain cap can be used but must
swing clear of the exhaust stream during operation, to allow the exhaust to blow
straight upward.
Also, while the total loss cooling system is effective, it consumes potable water
and causes the generator to be dependent on Town’s Water system to function;
during an emergency event potable water via the Town’s water system may not
be available. To provide additional resiliency, in case of water shortage or cutoff,
the system could be converted to a glycol radiator, which could be located on the
roof.
Wet Well Evaluation:
The wet well has separate mechanical
ventilation that is operated via a switch near the
door. Air is delivered via a supply fan and
ductwork. Air is exhausted via a duct and
unpowered roof vent. The ventilation serving the
wet side was functional and appeared to operate
as intended. The space is supposed to be heated
by an approximately 20 kW electric heater. The
electric heater and the associated thermostat
are severely corroded and do not appear to be
functional.
The ducts and supply fan should be replaced
soon, as they are corroded. The gravity exhaust
should be replaced with a powered fan, per NFPA Figure 3-9 - Wet Well Corroded
requirements. The electric heater should be Piping and Ducts
replaced. Alternately, the heater could be
removed without replacement as heaters are often not installed in wet wells. All
equipment serving the wet well should be of explosion proof construction.
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Dry Well Plumbing / Fire Protection: There is a single roof drain which drains
to the parking lot on the southeast side of the building. The sanitary drainage
system drains directly into the wet well. There is a floor drain and a utility sink on
the upper level. The sump pump for the lower level also pumps directly into the
wet well and is separate from the gravity sanitary line.
In general, the sanitary drains are in good condition. The roof drain spout on the
side of the building should be repaired as water runs onto the building, causing a
stain. The sump pump is working but should be inspected and cleaned, and
eventually replaced. The float height appears to be set too high and should be
adjusted. The water level is within a few inches of the top of the pit.
Domestic water is provided to the building through a meter in the lower level of
the dry well. This provides water for several hose bibs, the utility sink, and the
generator cooling system. There is a small electric water heater for the utility sink
located directly under the sink. The heater is in fair condition.
Most of the domestic water system is in fair to good condition. The wet well hose
bib is severely corroded and should be replaced. The faucet on the sink should be
replaced as it is leaking. The water heater will also need to be replaced.
The natural gas service and meter are outdoors on the southwest side of the
building. The gas feeds the two-unit heaters and the standby generator. The
natural gas system appears to be in good condition.
The dry well requires a portable fire extinguisher, which was present.
NFPA 820 Compliance: As indicated in Section 2.2, the pump station was
reviewed for compliance with NFPA 820 Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater
Treatment and Collection Facilities, which is a standard that pertains to
wastewater treatment facilities and wastewater pump stations. The dry and wet
well ventilation does not comply with NFPA 820 Section 9. The dry well has a
motorized intake louver and an exhaust fan, while the wet well has a supply fan.
Section 9.2.4 requires that all ventilation utilize both a supply and exhaust fan.
The dry well ventilation also does not comply with NFPA 820 to declassify the
space per Section 7. The airflow is adequate, but the system should have
ventilation status monitoring and an audiovisual alarm. Also, at the airflow (6500
cubic feet per minute) it should also have duct smoke detectors and dampers.
In addition, the dry well ventilation is thermostatically controlled (on/off). This
ventilation must be continuous to reduce the classification of the space. There are
various approaches to limit the airflow (and thus the heating load) while complying
with this requirement.
The current ventilation rate for the wet well of 2700 cubic feet per minute (CFM)
is over the threshold for requiring duct smoke detectors, which the station does
not have. This could be reduced to below 2000 CFM via balancing the system,
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which could eliminate the concern while still maintaining over 25 air changes per
hour.
3.1.6 Civil/Site Security
The Wharf Pump Station is located at the
Town Wharf, an active recreational and
commercial wharf along the Ipswich
River. The station is accessed through
the Town Wharf Parking Lot; wastewater
operations staff have parking spaces just
east of the station. The surrounding
grounds east and south of the station is
a bituminous concrete parking lot that
slopes southeasterly towards the Town
Wharf Boat Ramp. A retaining wall is
located just north of the Wharf PS,
between the pump station and East
Street. The land to the west of the
station is a grassy slope running along Figure 3-10 - Upstream Sewer Manhole and
East Street down to the Wharf parking View of West Side of Wharf Pump Station
lot, extending west toward Water Street.
There is an upstream sewer manhole just west of the station accessible on the
grassy slope as shown in Figure 3-10.
Parking is limited at the Town Wharf, and a new or rehabilitated pump station
could potentially provide additional automobile and boat trailer parking. Expanded
parking and/or recreational opportunities at the wharf are further discussed in
Section 4.5
There is no fence surrounding the Wharf PS, but there is a fence along the top of
the retaining wall along the East Street Sidewalk to prevent people from climbing
onto the roof of the station. There are no security cameras on the outside of the
building, however, the Town did not report vandalism or trespassing at the site.
There are lights on the building exterior, however, the lighting fixtures are old and
seem to be inoperable. The lighting should be replaced with new photocellcontrolled LED lights.
Access into the pump station is restricted to authorized personnel only. All doors
are kept locked. There is no security alarm or intrusion detection system currently
functioning to detect unauthorized entry.
As discussed in Section 3.1.3., the dry well access hatch should be retrofitted with
a fall-protection system to improve operator safety.
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3.1.7 Overflow Structure and Piping
The overflow structure manhole is located
upstream of the existing Town Wharf Pump
Station. The overflow structure and overflow
piping need repair. The duckbill check valve is not
closing properly and is allowing sediment, debris
and water to enter the overflow pipe. This causes
the overflow structure to fill with saltwater at high
tide, which then flows into the collection system
and pump station. Additionally, in the winter
months, ice floating downriver can hit or rest on
the valve causing it to open and/or potentially
become dislodged. It is recommended that the
duckbill valve be replaced with an in-line Figure 3-11 - Overflow Pipe
elastomeric check valve near the end of the Duckbill Valve covered with ice
overflow pipe. In addition to water infiltrating into the collection system via the
valve, water could also be entering the system through the 60-year old,
approximately 16-foot long 18-inch diameter cast iron overflow pipe. This pipe
may have cracking or failed joints, and it is recommended that the overflow piping
be cleaned, CCTV inspected, and if necessary lined with CIPP.
The walls of the overflow structure have some leaking through the concrete.
Additionally, the concrete overflow structure baffle wall has a leak that is allowing
overflow pipe surcharge water to enter the wastewater system and pump station.
It is recommended that the manhole structure’s interior concrete be repaired, and
the interior lined with a cementitious coating.
The original design intent of the 1958
overflow structure was to provide a discharge
route for wastewater in the event of a backup
at the Wharf PS, which would prevent
wastewater from backing up further into the
collection
system,
potentially
causing
damage to commercial and residential
properties. The originally designed overflow
structure was constructed with a sluice gate
to control when flow could be discharged to
the river. This sluice gate was removed and
the opening in the baffle wall filled in with
concrete; Operations Staff are unsure of the
Figure 3-12 - Overflow Manhole reason for and when the sluice gate was
Structure. Baffle wall leak and
removed. Currently there is no means of
removed sluice gate.
controlling when wastewater overflows from
the Wharf PS would enter the Ipswich River. The Town would like to be able to
control and prevent wastewater from being released through the overflow
structure into the Ipswich River during a pump station backup event. MassDEP
conducted a site visit to review the overflow structure. Following their visit, they
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sent an email on March 6, 2018 to the Town indicating that they understand the
Town wishes to retain a functional pump station bypass in order to prevent sewer
backups on private and public properties under a severe emergency condition.
MassDEP indicated, however, that as a part of the Town’s NPDES permit and
MassDEP regulations, use of the bypass must be unavoidable (to prevent loss of
life, personal injury, or severe property damage), and proper notice must be
provided to MassDEP and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) whenever the
bypass will be initiated. MassDEP wants to review the assessment of the structure
and any proposed modifications to prevent unintended activation of bypass
discharge, and also to prevent tidal inflow into the sewer system.
In addition to cleaning and lining the manhole structure and overflow pipe and
installing a new in-line check valve, it is recommended that a new sluice gate be
installed against the manhole structure wall in front of the outfall pipe entrance.
This gate would be used to control when flow is released to the Ipswich River. The
gate’s stem and operating nut could rise to a new valve box next to the existing
overflow manhole cover; the Town could operate the sluice gate through this valve
box without having to remove the heavy manhole cover. The gate should remain
closed under normal operation, but a Sequence of Operations and
Notifications/Permissions Protocol should be established for when the gate is going
to be opened, and this protocol should be submitted to and approved by MassDEP.
3.1.7 Hazardous Building Materials Assessment (HBMA) and Building
Demolition Site Analysis
The purpose of this report section is to present the findings of Tighe & Bond’s
hazardous building materials assessment (HBMA) of the Wharf Pump Station
performed on February 5, 2018. The assessment was performed in support of the
Town’s overall evaluation of the station. The HBMA portion of this evaluation was
performed by Tighe & Bond’s Massachusetts licensed asbestos inspector Francisco
J. Rodrigues (AI040131).
Prior to any type of building demolition or renovation, a survey is required to
identify and quantify asbestos containing materials (ACM), which may be
impacted by any proposed renovation or demolition activities. The survey is
required by Massachusetts asbestos regulations 310 CMR 7.15 (Department of
Environmental Protection); 453 CMR 6.00 (Department of Labor Standards); the
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) Standard for
Demolition and Renovation 40 CFR Part 61.145, as well as applicable portions of
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) CFR 1926.1101
asbestos in construction regulations.
Asbestos Survey: The asbestos assessment was performed throughout interior
and exterior building areas being planned for possible renovation and or
demolition. The purpose of the survey was to determine the presence or absence
of ACM within the station which would be subject to abatement prior to renovation
and or demolition. The number of bulk samples of suspect ACM from each
homogenous group of materials were collected in general accordance with
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standards described in the EPA Asbestos Hazard and Emergency Response Act
(AHERA) Regulations for schools. The suspect ACM is considered negative for
asbestos only when the results of all samples indicate no asbestos detected above
the MassDEP threshold of 1% or greater asbestos.
Following collection, bulk samples were submitted to ProScience Analytical
Services (PAS) of Woburn, Massachusetts for analysis via Polarized Light
Microscopy (PLM) with Dispersion Staining in accordance with the EPA/600/R93/116 Method.
Material locations sample numbers, quantities and specific comments relative to
materials observed are displayed in Appendix C1 - Summary of Suspect Asbestos
Containing Materials. The PAS asbestos laboratory report is included in Appendix
C2.
The following materials were identified as confirmed or assumed asbestoscontaining:


Gray interior building (expansion joint) caulk



Main roofing field (assumed ACM)

The asbestos containing materials identified within the structure must be removed
by a licensed asbestos abatement contractor prior to any activity that has the
potential to disturb these materials.
Although this initial HBMA was comprehensive, the main roof field was not
sampled and the HBMA was limited to components which were accessible with
limited intrusion to the building materials being assessed and shall therefore not
be considered as an assessment of the entire building. Once a defined construction
scope of work is established, further evaluation of the roof materials is necessary.
Lead Based Paint: A limited lead-based paint (LBP) determination consisting of
chip sampling to identify lead paint concentrations applied to building components
which may be subject to impact by any renovation or demolition at the site was
performed. Representative painted building components such as walls, ceilings,
windows, and door systems were sampled.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administrations (OSHA) 1926.62 Lead in
Construction regulations require worker protection and the use of certain work
practices if detectable levels of lead paint on painted building components is
disturbed during a renovation.
Suspect lead paint samples were collected from representative paint systems
associated with the TWPS and were submitted to PAS for analysis using the
SW846-7420/3051 method. A summary of those test results is presented in
Appendix C3, Summary of Lead Paint Materials. The PAS laboratory report is
located in Appendix C4. The Federal Department of Housing and Urban
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Development (HUD) defines lead containing paint as those that contain greater
than 0.5% lead by weight in the paint mixture.
The results presented in Appendix C3 reported that Yellow/Beige paint found on
the concrete walls, conduit pipes and steel stairs of the lower level pump room,
contain exceedances of the 0.5% lead by weight threshold in the samples
analyzed. All other samples contain detectable levels of lead paint below the leadbased paint threshold.
Please note that paint can also contain other hazardous constituents such as
cadmium, chromium, mercury, etc. which were not evaluated as part of Tighe &
Bond’s scope of work for this survey.
In summary, when planning for the pump station’s renovation or demolition, it
will be assumed that all painted finishes contain lead paint and all contractors will
protect their workers accordingly.
Universal Waste and Other Regulated Building Waste Inventory: Tighe &
Bond performed a visual inspection of building equipment and materials that could
contain hazardous components and have the potential for disturbance during the
renovation and addition project.
A summary of those observed materials is presented in Appendix C5 – Summary
of Hazardous / Regulated Waste Materials.
A majority of these materials are considered a universal waste; however, they
must be removed / recycled or disposed of by trained personnel prior to
disturbance. Sampling and analyses of suspect hazardous materials were not
performed as part of this scope of services.
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) in Building Materials: PCBs in building
materials have received extensive attention over recent years by environmental
regulators, consultants, and contractors, and PCBs are increasingly being
identified in buildings that may undergo demolition or renovation.
Buildings/structures that were constructed (or renovated) between the 1950s and
the late 1970s have a greater potential to contain PCBs in certain building
materials.
It is important to note that EPA regulations which govern the Toxic Substance
Control Act (TSCA) requirements including PCBs and PCB Bulk Product Wastes, do
not require sampling for PCBs prior to building demolition or renovation.
Therefore, there is no current regulatory requirement to sample for PCBs (local,
state or federal).
Regardless of the regulatory sampling requirements, many waste/recycling
receiving facilities may request PCB sampling to be performed. If it is suspected
that PCBs could be present, it is important to also mitigate potential human health
and safety risk to abatement/demolition contractors and owners’ potential liability
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associated with the proper recycling/disposal of certain generated demolition
waste materials.
In the case of building renovation, it is often recommended to assume certain
building materials contain PCBs and not sample these materials for total PCB
content. Please note that this approach is meant to help control the potential
discovery of regulated PCBs in building materials (PCBs > 50 parts ppm). Often
the owner’s objective is to complete the identified renovation project in a manner
that does not trigger additional regulatory requirements related to the confirmed
presence of PCBs. The decision to test for PCBs in building materials is therefore
a decision that must be made by the owner. If PCB testing is not performed, the
objective is often to have designed a renovation or demolition project in a manner
that uses best management practices (BMPs) to protect workers, building
occupants, and the environment during the renovation project, while not
worsening PCB site conditions that may already exist. In cases like this, since PCB
sampling may not be performed, it is possible that residual PCBs may be present
in the underlying substrate materials following the removal of the source material.
As part of the HBMA, Tighe & Bond performed a visual assessment of building
materials throughout the site that have the potential to contain PCBs and may
therefore be subject to special handling and disposal if disturbed. Refer to
Appendix C6 – Summary of Suspect PCB-Containing Building Materials for a list
of those materials identified by Tighe & Bond to potentially contain PCBs.
There are some building materials, including certain caulking applications
associated with interior building expansion joints and interior and exterior
door/louvers, that are considered suspect to contain PCBs.
If these caulking applications are being disturbed, we would recommend that
these materials be managed, handled and disposed of as an assumed PCB Bulk
Product Waste. The interior building caulking also contains asbestos and would
therefore be disposed of as a dual asbestos / assumed PCB bulk Product Waste.
Demolition Specifications should be developed to establish the requirements for
the removal, segregation, management, and disposal of assumed PCB Bulk
Product Waste. This approach would require concurrence by the Town.
Please refer to Appendix C7 – Photographic Log for suspect hazardous building
materials identified and investigated during this assessment.
Opinion of Probable Abatement Costs: To assist the Town with budgeting for
asbestos abatement and hazardous material management in the event renovation
or demolition activities impact these materials, Tighe & Bond has prepared an
opinion of probable abatement costs for the Wharf PS assuming suspect PCB paint
from ceiling, floor and walls of upper level pump station, plus ceiling and walls of
dry well Lower Level; in addition, this assumes approximately 2 weeks of
abatement, during which time access to the PS rooms where work is taking place
would be restricted and therefor bypass pumping around station would be
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required during this work. Additional costs for other effort such as project design,
abatement and remediation oversight are incorporated into the total pump station
rehabilitation costs.
Table 3-1 Opinion of Probable HBMA Abatement Costs
Item
Interior Abatement

Cost
$200,000

Hazardous Materials Disposal

$20,000

Bypass Pumping Allowance

$35,000

Total

$255,000

3.2 Hydraulic Analysis
3.2.1 Inlet Gravity Line, Pumping Equipment & Force Main Capacity
Influent Gravity Line Capacity: The 24-inch diameter influent asbestos
concrete sewer has a carrying capacity of approximately 3,800 GPM or 5.47 MGD.
The capacity of the Ipswich WWTP is 5.4 MGD. The existing pumps cannot
transport the flowrate capacity of the WWTP. The current station’s capacity is 3.7
MGD. The pump selection and sizing of the 2011 pump upgrade project was
limited by the generator size.
Draw Down and Pump Testing: The Wharf PS currently has four pumps, one
jockey, and three high flow pumps. Pump Nos. 1 and 2, the newer high flow
Sulzer/ABS pumps, are each rated for 2108 GPM at 105-ft TDH. On March 26,
2018 Tighe & Bond completed draw down and performance tests on the station’s
pumps. A draw down test is a way to measure a pump(s)’s pumping rate by
running the pump(s) and measuring how much water is pumped out of the wet
well over a given time interval. In the Wharf Pump Station draw down test, a
measuring pipe demarked every 6-inches was placed in the wet well to indicate
water level and with the pump(s) running, time was recorded every 6-inches of
wet well water level drop and using the known wet well volume of 1,556 gallons
per vertical foot the actual pumping rate could be calculated. During testing
influent flow was restricted from entering the wet well via a stop gate so that the
volume of water being pumped out over the test time is true indication of pump
capacity.
In addition to the draw down test described above the following tests were
completed:
-

Discharge pressure readings under various flow scenarios
Dead head pressure testing
Flow rates read off the WWTP’s flow meter
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Wet well depths as read by the station’s ultrasonic level indicator (displayed
on SCADA screen) Wet well depths as manually measured by Tighe & Bond
staff.

The following outlines the purpose of the draw down and performance testing:
-

Verify the accuracy of the WWTP’s flow meter
Verify the accuracy of the Wharf PS’s wet well level indicator
Confirm the pump VFDs were set correctly
Determine the current capacity of the pumps
Determine if there are force main restrictions

Results of the draw down testing are presented in Table 3-2 below. To verify the
accuracy of the WWTP’s flow meter, flow was read at the WWTP during draw down
testing and was compared to the actually flow rate calculated from the draw down
test. As indicated in Table 3-2, the flow read at the WWTP is accurate compared
to the flow calculated by the wet well draw down testing at the Wharf PS. Similarly,
the wet well level read by the station’s ultrasonic level indicator appeared to be
measuring accurately when compared against the manual wet well depth
measurements during drawdown. These results should give operations staff a
level of confidence in the WWTP’ influent flow meter and pump staff level indicator.
The VFDs were also determined to be set correctly. Shut off head pressure testing
of the pumps was measured lower than was expected for the pumps, which
indicates pump impeller wear.
Based on the hydraulic analysis and draw down testing, it appears that flow
limitations are due to pump impeller wear and not hydraulic restrictions in the
force main. Pump wear, most likely impeller wear, has reduced the capacity of the
pumps. The extent of the wear was determined to be equivalent to running the
pumps at approximately 88% speed. The impeller wear is likely due to the high
level of grit that is pumped through the station. The current pump impellers are
Class 35B cast iron. The cost to purchase in-kind replacement impellers for the
Sulzer/ABS High Flow pumps is approximately $4,100/each. Because of the high
grit associated with coastal communities the impellers wear faster. For increased
life of the impeller and to maintain the pump efficiency, the Town may wish to
consider replacing the larger Sulzer/ABS pump impellers and bottom plates with
either a melanite hardening treatment on the impellers and bottom plates
($6,900/each) or a tungsten carbide coating on the impellers and bottom plates
($6,400/each).
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Table 3-2 Draw Down Testing Results
Run Scenario

Time
(sec):
0.5'
Down

Time
(sec):
1'
Down

Time
(sec):
1.5'
Down

Time
(sec):
2'
Down

Total
Time to
Pump
Down
(0.0'-2')
(sec)

SCADA
Flow
Reading
During
Draw
Down
(gpm)

Calculated
Draw
Down
Flow Rate
(gpm)

Observed
Discharge
Head
During
Test (ft)

Pump Nos.
1,2,3 @
100%
(60hz)

18.4

19.28

22.79

22.17

82.64

2218

2259

125

Pump No. 1
@ 100%
(60hz)

33.45

25.85

29.07

30.16

118.53

1650

1575

99

Pump No. 2
@ 100%
(60hz)

17.95

24.96

28.52

34.97

106.4

1748

1755

99

Pump Nos. 1
& 2 @ 100%
(60hz)

19.6

23.09

29.16

18.76

90.61

2192

2061

120

Jockey Pump
@ 100%
(60hz)

39.42

83.3

89.41

95.82

307.95

604

606

56

Jockey Pump
operation @
70% (42hz)

119.3
7

215.5
8

334.95

292

279

62

Pump No. 1
@ 70%
(42hz)

51.9

68.37

75.52

75.58

271.37

723

688

71

Pump No. 2
@ 70%
(42hz)

40.6

63.77

69.4

69.99

243.76

766

766

66

Pump No. 3
@ 100%
(60hz)

31.08

33.83

38.26

34.33

137.5

1464

1358

NA

3.2.2 Future Station Flow Capacity Requirements
TR-16 guidelines indicate that wastewater pump stations should handle the
projected peak wastewater flows for its tributary wastewater collection system.
A 2018 Ipswich Water Demand Projection Report completed by AECOM projected
that the average day water demand in Ipswich would increase to 1.39 MGD by
the year 2040. Using a peaking factor or 3.0, this would result in a peak water
demand of 4.17 MGD. It is common wastewater design practice to assume that
90% of the water demand is returned to the collection system. The total projected
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2040 water demand for Ipswich is a max day of 4.17 MGD, therefore, based upon
a 90% return assumption, 3.8 MGD (90% of 4.17) is expected to be returned to
the collection system and should be accounted for in the Wharf PS’s design flow.
While the Town has and will continue to make improvements to their collection
system, inflow and infiltration is an inevitable component of collection system flow
that needs to be accounted for in determining the future capacity of the Wharf
PS. In 2009 and 2011 the Town completed an infiltration and inflow (I/I)
investigation, which included flow monitoring. This investigation indicated that
during wet weather months, or during periods following rainfall events, the
average total daily flows increase by a conservative 50% (1.5X average daily
flow). Additionally, in August 2016, the average daily flow during a severe draught
period was 0.46 MGD, which was less than half of the average daily flow of
approximately 1.0 MGD observed in the wet weather month of March 2016. This
indicates that there is approximately 0.5 MGD of I/I entering the collection
system.
While the Town intends to reduce I/I, given the age of the system and to account
for potential sewer expansion, it was decided that the current I/I flow rates should
be assumed and included in future flow rate projections. The anticipated water
demand influence flow rate of 3.8 MGD combined with the I/I flow rate of 0.5 MGD
equates to a future collection system peak flow rate of 4.3 MGD.
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Section 4
Pump Station Alternatives and
Recommendations
Overall, the Town Wharf Pump Station is in reasonably good condition given its
age. Three of the four pumps and other equipment have useful life remaining,
while other equipment has exceeded its expected service life or is damaged or
missing and in need of replacement. The station is not suitable for continuous
operation during a 100-year plus 3-foot storm event, and resiliency improvements
should be addressed during the rehabilitation or construction of a new pump
station.
A list of recommended improvements for pump station rehabilitation are included
in Appendix A and in the following subsections. Improvements are made in the
following categories:


Process/Mechanical



Instrumentation and Controls



Structural/Architectural



Electrical/Standby Power



HVAC



Civil/Security/Health & Safety

Some recommendations for the equipment/facility systems are categorized into
four groups: Immediate, Category A, Category B, and Category C. Immediate
items are those that have an immediate need for repair or replacement because
of their condition or importance. Items that were safety or code concerns were
included in this category. Category A items are those expected to have a
remaining service life of 6 or fewer years, and repair or replacement is expected
to be necessary during this period. Category B and C items are those that have
an expected remaining service life of 7 to 11 years and 12 to 16 years respectively
and repair or replacement is expected to be necessary during those time periods.
Budgetary cost estimates have been developed. Budgetary costs include
equipment costs, demolition/removal of existing equipment (if applicable),
allowances for contractor markup, installation, general conditions, and
engineering and contingency. An engineering allowance of 20% and contingency
allowance of 40% is used in the development of the total capital costs. The
budgetary costs are based on the July 2018 ENR 20-City National Average
Construction Cost Index of 11,116.42.
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The conceptual level budgetary cost estimates are based on Class 5 level
construction cost estimates, as defined by the Association for the Advancement
of Cost Engineering (AACE) International Recommended Practices and Standards.
According to these standards, the estimate class designators are labeled Class 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5, where a Class 5 estimate is based on the lowest level of project
definition and a Class 1 estimate is closest to full project definition and maturity.
The end usage for a Class 5 estimate is project screening or feasibility purposes.
The expected accuracy range of a Class 5 estimate is between +100% to -50%.
Comprehensive tables listing recommended improvements, estimated budgetary
costs and prioritizations are presented in Appendices A and B.

4.1 Rehabilitate the Town Wharf Pump Station
The following are recommendations should the Town elect to rehabilitate the
existing Wharf Pump Station.
4.1.1 Process Improvement Recommendations
Pumping Equipment
As indicated in Section 3 the current Sulzer/ABS High Flow pumps (Pump Nos. 1
and 2) and the Sultzer/ABS Jockey Pump are in good working condition. However,
based on the observed flow rates during the draw down test, it appears the
impellers are worn, and the pumps are not pumping to their full capacity. It is
recommended that the impellers and bottom plates for the larger pumps be
replaced with impellers and bottoms plates with either a melanite hardening
treatment or Tungsten carbide coating. Additionally, the jockey pump can be
restored with a new impeller kit.
It is recommended that the Pump No. 3 (EBARA pump) be replaced with a new
Sulzer/ABS pump sized to match the other High Flow pumps.
The 3.7 MGD capacity of the pumps is a limitation by the current generator size.
To increase the capacity of the station utilizing larger pumps, a new larger
generator is required. Installation of a larger generator in the pump station would
likely require significant building modifications to accommodate the larger
generator. Alternatively, the station could pump at a higher capacity under a
higher suction head condition (i.e. flood the wet well), however, this operation
method is not recommended and should be avoided for the safety of operations
staff and to avoid equipment damage.
Valves and Process Piping
As a part of a Wharf Pump Station rehabilitation project, it is recommended that
all of the valves in the dry well be replaced. While the valves currently function,
they are difficult to operate and are approaching the end of their expected service
life. Replacing the check valves could improve pump efficiency as there could be
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less head loss through the newer valves, particularly with a spring or hydraulic
operator. However, the current issue of separate discharge header for the Jockey
Pump from Pump Nos. 1,2,3 discharge header cannot be corrected in the existing
station.
4.1.2 Generator Recommendation
The generator is in good operating condition. As discussed above, the 3.7 MGD
capacity of the pumps is a limitation caused by the current generator size. To
increase the capacity of the station and pumps, a new larger generator would
need to be installed. To install a new larger capacity generator would require
increasing the louver volume and possibly enlarging the size of the generator
building. At this point and under the current flow conditions, it is recommended
that the current generator remain.
4.1.3 Rehabilitated Pump Station Resiliency
To comply with TR-16 guidelines and feedback received from MassDEP indicating
what they may require, it is recommended that the Wharf PS be upgraded to
protect critical equipment against water damage up to a water surface elevation
that is three feet above the 100-year flood elevation. Critical equipment includes
electrical and mechanical systems, motors, and a generator that cannot be easily
and quickly replaced if exposed to water, wave action, or salt.
Multiple options were considered to
protect the pump station from the 100year plus 3-foot storm. This evaluation
considered buoyancy issues, as the
current station could “float” under the
100-year plus 3-foot storm event,
which could break the gravity line and
force mains at the station. This
evaluation also considered the forces
caused by water acting on the station’s
above grade walls and below grade Figure 4-1 - Existing Wharf PS Under the
walls. Figure 4-1 shows the 100-year 100-Year and 100-Year plus 3ft Flood Events
and 100-year plus 3-foot floods at the
existing Wharf PS.
The analysis indicated that the below grade walls do not have sufficient flexural
capacity to resist the loads from the design flood conditions (100-year flood plus
3-ft). The walls not having adequate capacity does not mean they will have a
catastrophic failure, however, dependent on the level of overstress, the walls will
likely deflect and crack; the greater the overstressing the wider the cracks will be.
The above grade CMU block wall is unreinforced masonry and therefore would not
have sufficient capacity to resist the flood loads and could crumble in on itself
during a flooding event. Modifying the structure to resist flood water pressures
and buoyancy issues was considered, however, the constructability complexities
(e.g. deep excavation, high water conditions, tight site, permitting, limited access
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around street facing side, need to maintain pump station operations) eliminated
this option.
The approach that was considered to protect the structure from buoyancy and
flood water pressure under the 100-year flood plus 3-foot storm would be to
design a concrete box, or collar, around the pump station structure. In this
approach, the existing structure would not need to be modified rather it would be
protected by the new flood collar. The concrete collar would extend down to the
station’s foundation footings approximately 21-feet below grade (EL -10.67,
where grade is at EL 11.0), and rise approximately 6-feet above grade to the 100year plus 3-foot elevation (EL 16.8). The concrete collar would wrap around all
four sides of the pump station creating a 3.5-ft space between the station and the
flood wall. Models for the proposed flood wall are presented in Appendix F. A water
tight hinged flood-door would be installed along the east side of the flood wall that
could remain open during normal weather conditions and could be closed when
needed. When the flood-door is closed, the annular space between the station and
flood wall would be considered a confined space. Permanent ladder rungs and /
or steps could be installed in multiple points along the wall interior to provide
egress from inside the flood wall if the flood-door were closed.
The estimated costs associated with all resiliency improvements at the existing
Town Wharf Pump Station is approximately $1,185,000.
4.1.4 Odor Control & HVAC
The existing Wharf Pump Station does not have odor control. Corrosion of
wastewater equipment is evident in the wet well and is likely caused by hydrogen
sulfide, a principal odor compound.
Odor Monitoring
From February 1 through February 13, 2018 a Gas Badge Pro, Hydrogen Sulfide
(H2S) unit was installed in the Wharf PS Wet Well to determine H2S concentrations.
H2S is the primary odor compound in wastewater applications. During the sample
period, the unit did not record H2S levels in the wet well greater than 0 ppm. The
non-detect H2S levels could have been a result of the cold winter temperatures.
In winter months, wastewater odors and H2S levels tend to be lower than during
warmer weather months. A second H2S sampling session occurred between May
24 and May 29, 2018; during this period the temperature was warmer, averaging
around 60-degrees Fahrenheit, but exceeding 80-degrees Fahrenheit. During this
sampling period H2S was present, however, at very low concentrations, with an
average of less than 1 ppm H2S (See Appendix D).
Odor Control Unit Recommendations
Despite the H2S level readings during the sampling, operations staff have
indicated the presence of odors in the wet well, particularly during warmer
months. These odors are likely caused by H2S. An odor control vessel would
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remove odorous compounds from the wet well prior to the air being exhausted to
the atmosphere. It is recommended that an odor control vessel, such as a Purafil
DS1000 scrubber, be installed in the pump station to treat odorous compounds.
This vessel could be installed in the wet well on the first-floor landing area to the
left of the stairs, which would create a more pleasant work environment for
operations staff. The vessel would eliminate odors from wet well exhaust air that
could circulate around the Town Wharf, and the addition of a frequently operated
odor control system would help remove corrosive H2S gases helping extend the
life of the concrete and mechanical equipment. The odor control system would be
an additional operations and maintenance cost for the Town.
Additional HVAC Recommendations
Additional HVAC improvement recommendations are discussed in Section 2.1.5 of
this evaluation. The recommendations are summarized in Appendix A.
The estimated costs associated with all HVAC and Plumbing improvements is
approximately $120,000.
4.1.5 Additional Structural & Process Improvement Recommendations
In addition to the structural recommendations presented in Section 3.1.3 and
those structural improvements related to resiliency presented in Section 4.1.3,
the following section presents additional structural and process improvement
recommendations.
Pump Access Hatches
As a part of this evaluation it was considered to cut openings in the dry well floor
above the pumps to be able to remove them with a chain fall. Due to the location
of the structural floor beams, electrical equipment, and process piping, there
would need to be significant reconfiguration of the electrical and/or process
equipment to allow for hatches to be installed above the pumps. Additionally,
given the thickness of the floor slab, it would be difficult to retrofit a hatch flush
to the existing floor; a new hatch would need to be installed slightly above finished
floor level or mounted on a curb above finished floor. In lieu of hatches above
each pump, the Town may wish to consider purchasing additional gantry cranes
for the dry well to help transport pumps from their installed location to the hatch
to a chain-fall rigging hook for pump removal.
Wet Well Coating
As indicated in Section 3, the wet well concrete has experienced corrosion, spalling
and pitting. It is recommended that the concrete be commercially power washed,
repaired, and coated with an anti-corrosion epoxy coating. This will protect the
concrete.
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The estimated costs associated
approximately $107,000.

with

all

Structural

and

Architectural

is

4.1.6 Health and Safety Improvement Recommendations
A number of health and safety hazards were identified at the Wharf PS across the
multiple disciplines’ evaluations. The following are some of the more critical health
and safety recommendations:
-

Gas metering in wet well

-

Replace and install new grating, railings, and fall protection in the wet well

-

Repair the former comminutor floor penetration with a gas-tight seal, as
the current configuration allows wet well gases to enter the dry well near
the natural gas generator and gas unit heater

-

Install emergency lighting and exit signs

The estimated costs associated with Health & Safety improvements is $95,000.
Note that Health and Safety recommendations were identified under multiple
disciplines. Table 4-3 presents a breakdown of the immediate Health & Safety
recommendations. Note that these improvements and costs are incorporated into
the total Town Wharf Pump Station Rehabilitation Opinion of Probable
Construction Cost (Table 4-1).
4.1.7 Construction Timeframe
The construction activities related to the rehabilitation and resiliency
improvements to the existing Town Wharf Pump Station is anticipated to take up
to 1.5 to 2 years to complete. This timeframe considers that access to the Wharf
for recreational and commercial purposes needs to be kept open throughout the
construction project, particularly during the summer months. A lengthy
component of the construction activities would be construction of the flood wall
around the pump station, which would require significant excavation and
dewatering.
4.2.6 Rehabilitated and Resilient Town Wharf Pump Station Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost
The estimated cost for to rehabilitate the existing Town Wharf Pump Station is
approximately $4,200,000. Appendix B presents a breakdown of the Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost for a new submersible Wharf Pump Station.
Table 4-1 below summarizes the estimated improvement costs to rehabilitate the
existing Town Wharf Pump Station and is organized by priority and discipline.
Appendix A presents in more detail the specific improvement recommendations
to the existing Town Wharf Pump Station.
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Table 4-1 - Town Wharf Pump Station Rehabilitation Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Discipline

Immediate

Category A

Category B

System Total

Civil / Site / Overflow
Electrical / Emergency
Power
HVAC / Plumbing

$

8,000

$

59,000

$

$

32,098

$

14,318

$

$

23,950

$

18,565

$

Station Resiliency

$

-

$

1,184,856

$

Process / Mechanical

$

10,500

$

270,150

$

Structural/Architectural

$

6,200

$

99,500

$

HBMA Abatement

$

-

$

255,000

$

All Assets Total Cost

$ 80,748

$ 1,901,389

$

75,750

$ 108,250

$ 2,166,137

Rounded to
Thousand

$ 81,000

$ 1,902,000

$

76,000

$ 109,000

$ 2,167,000

Nearest

-

Category C
$

-

$

67,000

12,400

$

79,550

$

138,366

62,100

$

15,200

$

119,815

-

$

-

$

1,184,856

-

$

13,500

$

294,150

$

-

$

106,950

$

-

$

255,000

1,250
-

CONTRACTOR O&P

15%

$

325,050

CONTINGENCY

40%

$

996,820

SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services

$ 3,488,870
20%

TOTAL:

$

697,774

$ 4,186,644

TOTAL SAY:
$ 4,200,000
Immediate - Items that have an immediate need for repair or replacement because of their condition or
importance. Items that were safety or code concerns were included in this category.
Category A - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 6 or fewer years - repair or replacement
is expected to be necessary during this period.
Category B - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 7 to 11 years - repair or replacement
is expected to be necessary between 7 and 11 years from now.
Category C - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 12 to 16 years - repair or replacement
is expected to be necessary between 12 and 16 years from now.
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4.2 Construct a New Submersible Pump Station
Should the Town elect to construct a new pump station at the Town Wharf, it is
recommended that a submersible-type station be constructed. A submersible
pump station would feature three separate structures, a below grade wet well to
house the pumps, a below grade valve vault, and an above grade controls
building. Submersible pumps would be in the wet well, mounted on lift rails and
accessible through watertight H-20 rated access hatches via an overhead jib crane
and hoist. The discharge pipe check valves and gate valves would be in the valve
vault. The Control Building would house the pump controls, variable frequency
drives, possibly the generator, and possibly an odor control system. Appendix E
depicts the plan and section view of the proposed wet well and control building.
This new station could be located on the western end of the Town Wharf in the
current grass area off East Street.
4.2.1 Process Recommendations
Pumping Equipment
The existing Sulzer/ABS Jockey pump and Sulzer/ABS High Flow pumps (Pump
Nos.1 and 2) are dry-pit submersible pumps. If desired, as a cost savings
measure, these pumps could be installed in a new submersible station’s wet well
to meet current and future projected flow demands of 4.3 MGD as depicted in the
Appendix G Pump and System Curves. The EBARA pump is not submersible and
should be replaced with a new Sulzer/ABS submersible pump. Once the life
expectancy of the Sulzer/ABS High Flow pumps and Jockey pumps have been
exceeded, or if demands increase beyond the projected 4.3 MGD, the pumps could
be replaced with new pumps. The pump rails and hoists would accommodate
larger pumps should the Town elect to increase the capacity of the station in the
future beyond the anticipated future design flow to match that of the WWTP (5.4
MGD).
A new Wharf Pump Station has been sized to accommodate the future anticipated
flow of 4.3 MGD. This flow rate is achievable using the existing Wharf Pump
Station’s pumps if the EBARA pump is replaced with another 85 HP Sulzer/ABS
model XFP 155J-CB2 pump as discussed in Section 3.2. The three-larger high flow
pumps would operate in a lead/lag/standby configuration with a fourth Jockey
Pump. All pumps would run on variable frequency drives. The option of utilizing
the existing Wharf Pump Station pumps in the new station, while only having to
replace the EBARA pump, could result in attractive cost savings for the Town;
however, where a new station is being constructed, it is recommended that four
new submersible pumps also be installed, and the existing ABS/Sulzer high flow
and Jockey pumps could be kept for backup.
Wet Well Sizing
As indicated by the design guidelines, wet well sizing is a balancing act between
storage capacity, maximum pump starts per hour, physical size and construction
cost. Table 4-2below presents a comparison of different new Town Wharf Pump
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Station wet well sizes under current and future average flow conditions. As
indicated in the table, the wet well working volume should be at least 8,000
gallons in to not exceed the TR-16 recommended 6 pump starts per hour under
future average flow conditions. Similarly, a wet well working volume greater than
20,000 gallons should be avoided in order to not exceed the TR-16 recommended
30-minute fill time under current average flow conditions. The working wet well
volume presented in the conceptual design drawings and opinion of probable
construction costs is 11,000 gallons, which would result in an approximate 16minute fill time under current average flow conditions and approximately 4 pump
starts per hour. The wet well would feature an additional 7,600 gallons of extra
storage capacity above the working volume’s normal maximum operating level
before it reached the top of the baffle wall in the overflow structure upstream of
the pump station. The wet well exterior dimensions would be approximately 15.5ft wide x 24-ft long x 19.25-ft deep, with an adjacent valve vault. The wet well
walls would be proposed to be 2.5-ft thick concrete in order to withstand buoyancy
and flood water pressures. The wet well would have two sections to allow for
isolation of one of the wells for maintenance or cleaning activities. It is
recommended that the wet well concrete be coated with an epoxy coating.
Four watertight, H-20 rated access hatches would be located atop the wet well to
allow for ease of pump inspection, wet well cleaning, and vehicular travel above
the wet well to help save space at the Town Wharf. The hatches above the wet
well and valve vault would be watertight even under the head pressure caused by
the 100 year plus 3-foot storm. An overhead jib crane and hoist is proposed to
remove the new pumps from the wet well.
Table 4-2: New Town Wharf Pump Station Wet Well Sizing Comparison Table Under Current and
Future Average Flow Conditions*

Wet
Well
Working
Volume
(gal)**

Wet
Well
Extra
Storage
Volume
(gal)
***

Total
Wet
Well:
Working
Plus
Storage
Volume
(gal)
****

Wet
Well
Working
Volume
Fill
Time:
Under
Current
Avg.
Flow
(min)

Wet
Well
Working
Volume
Fill
Time:
Under
Future
Avg.
Flow
(min)

Pump
Starts
Per
Hour:
Under
Current
Avg.
Flow
*****

Pump
Starts
Per
Hour:
Under
Future
Avg.
Flow
*****

Time to
Fill Total
Wet
Well
Working
and
Storage
Volume:
Under
Current
Average
Flow
(min)

Time to
Fill Total
Wet Well
Working
and
Storage
Volume:
Under
Future
Average
Flow
(min)

Wet Well
Outside
Dimension
(LxW) (ft)
******

Approx.
Wet Well
Const.
Cost ($)
*******

6000

4100

10100

8.64

4.89

5.33

7.23

14.54

8.23

24x10

$441,300

7000

4800

11800

10.08

5.70

4.57

6.20

16.99

9.62

24x11.2

$463,000

8000

5500

13500

11.52

6.52

4.00

5.42

19.44

11.00

24x12.2

$481,100

9000

6200

15200

12.96

7.33

3.55

4.82

21.89

12.39

24x13.3

$501,100

10000

6900

16900

14.4

8.15

3.20

4.34

24.34

13.77

24x14.4

$521,000

11000

7600

18600

15.84

8.96

2.91

3.94

26.78

15.16

24x15.4

$539,200

12000

8300

20300

17.28

9.78

2.66

3.61

29.23

16.54

24x16.5

$559,100

13000

9000

22000

18.72

10.59

2.46

3.34

31.68

17.93

24x17.5

$577,200

14000

9700

23700

20.16

11.41

2.28

3.10

34.13

19.32

24x18.5

$595,300
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15000

10300

25300

21.6

12.22

2.13

2.89

36.43

20.62

24x19.5

$613,500

16000

11000

27000

23.04

13.04

2.00

2.71

38.88

22.00

24x20.5

$631,600

17000

11700

28700

24.48

13.85

1.88

2.55

41.33

23.39

24x21.5

$649,700

18000

12400

30400

25.92

14.67

1.78

2.41

43.78

24.78

24x22.5

$667,800

19000

13100

32100

27.36

15.48

1.68

2.28

46.22

26.16

24x23.4

$684,200

20000

13800

33800

28.8

16.30

1.60

2.17

48.67

27.55

24x24.4

$702,300

21000

14500

35500

30.24

17.11

1.52

2.07

51.12

28.93

24x25.4

$720,400

22000

15200

37200

31.68

17.93

1.45

1.97

53.57

30.32

24x26.3

$736,700

23000

15900

38900

33.12

18.74

1.39

1.89

56.02

31.70

24x27.3

$754,900

24000

16600

40600

34.56

19.56

1.33

1.81

58.46

33.09

24x28.2

$771,200

25000

17200

42200

36

20.37

1.28

1.73

60.77

34.39

24x29.2

$789,300

26000

17900

43900

37.44

21.19

1.23

1.67

63.22

35.78

24x30.1

$805,600

27000

18600

45600

38.88

22.00

1.18

1.61

65.66

37.16

24x31.1

$823,700

28000

19300

47300

40.32

22.82

1.14

1.55

68.11

38.55

24x32

$840,000

29000

20000

49000

41.76

23.63

1.10

1.50

70.56

39.93

24x33

$858,200

30000

20700

50700

43.2

24.45

1.07

1.45

73.01

41.32

24x33.9

$874,500

31000

21400

52400

44.64

25.26

1.03

1.40

75.46

42.71

24x34.8

$890,800

32000

22100

54100

46.08

26.08

1.00

1.36

77.90

44.09

24x35.7

$907,100

33000

22800

55800

47.52

26.89

0.97

1.31

80.35

45.48

24x36.7

$925,200

34000

23400

57400

48.96

27.71

0.94

1.28

82.66

46.78

24x37.6

$941,600

35000

24100

59100

50.4

28.52

0.91

1.24

85.10

48.17

24x38.5

$957,900

36000

24800

60800

51.84

29.34

0.89

1.20

87.55

49.55

24x39.4

$974,200

37000

25500

62500

53.28

30.15

0.86

1.17

90.00

50.94

24x40.4

38000

26200

64200

54.72

30.97

0.84

1.14

92.45

52.32

24x41.3

$992,300
$1,008,6
00

* Current Average Flow = 1 MGD; Future Average Flow (Including Inflow/Infiltration) =

1.8 MGD

**Working Volume is calculated from wet well water level EL -6.25 to EL 1.00
***Extra Storage Volume is the volume in wet well above the Working Volume from EL 1.0 to EL 6.0
****Wet Well volume from EL -6.25 (Pump Off Set-Point) to EL 6 (Top of Overflow Chamber Wall Level)
*****Pump starts calculated as sum of the wet well working volume draw time with 2 new high flow Pumps Running at
100% speed (2986 gpm) plus the time to fill the wet well working volume
******Assumes a wet well depth of 20.25 ft with wet well top slab at surface EL 9.0 and bottom of wet well foundation at
EL -11.25
*******Estimate includes Concrete, Excavation/Backfill/Compaction, and Sheeting Costs for Proposed Wet Well. Does not
include Rock Removal or Dewatering Costs
Red Text /
Highlight=

Wet well sizing does not comply with TR-16 wet well sizing guidelines for current and / or future average flow
conditions

Green
Highlight=

Wet well size used in the conceptual New Town Wharf Pump Station Design Drawings and Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost

4.2.2 Generator Recommendation
The Wharf Pump Station’s natural gas generator could be relocated to a new Wharf
Pump Station if desired, although a temporary backup generator would be needed
during construction to allow the existing station to have backup power until a new
station is brought online. This option would limit the pumping capacity of the
station to 3.7 MGD.
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To provide an electrical service at the new Wharf PS with the ability to handle
anticipated future flow rates, a 400-kW natural gas generator is anticipated to be
required to power the station and two larger 170 HP pumps during a power
outage. Natural gas is recommended over diesel as natural gas provides a more
reliable fuel and the Town would not have to worry about refueling during a
flooding or other emergency event.
Town staff indicated their preference is for the generator be located inside the
Control Building. As the Control Building would be designed to withstand the 100year plus 3-ft storm, the generator would remain protected and operable in a
flooding situation. The proposed interior natural gas generator would measure 78”
W x 154” L x 97”H and require 36” of clearance on all its sides. A natural gas
generator of this size, however, has significant airflow requirements. To make the
station resilient, the bottom of the louvers needs to be above the 100-year plus
3-foot flood elevation (EL 16’). To try and reduce the Control Building’s height due
to required louver openings, a roof mounted radiator is recommended; although
the radiator would be a nearly 10-ft wide by 5-ft high cylinder, it would reduce
the required generator’s louver area from 282 ft2 down to 73 ft2. The generator
ventilation exhaust would be through a 42”x42” exhaust fan mounted on the
control building roof standing approximately 48” high.
Due to generator louver and flood elevation requirements, the proposed top of
slab roof for the Control Building having an interior gas generator with roof
mounted radiator would stand approximately 11.5 ft (EL 20.5’) above grade at
the proposed new pump station site (EL 9.0’). For comparison, the existing Town
Wharf PS roof is at EL 22.71’, approximately two feet higher than the proposed
top of roof. The new station’s generator ventilation exhaust fan, radiator and
combustion exhaust stack would extend another 4.5-ft above the roof slab (EL
25.5’). The elevation of East Street and the sidewalk near the proposed pump
station site is approximately EL 13’, which means the control building’s equipment
would extend upward approximately 12.5-ft above the road, possibly obstructing
site lines. Figure 4-2 below depicts the elevations of the proposed New Town
Wharf Pump Station Control Building as well as the parking lot and East Street
elevations. This conceptual drawing is also presented in Appendix E with additional
plans.
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Figure 4-2 – Profile of Proposed New Wharf Pump Station Control Building

Should the Town wish to significantly
reduce the height and dimensions of the
Control Building, the generator could be
located outside of the pump station.
Locating the generator in a remote
location outside of the 100-year plus 3foot flood elevation would allow for
continuous operation of the generator
during a flooding event. Without a
generator in the Control Building, there
would not be a need for a roof mounted
radiator,
combustion
exhaust
pipe,
exhaust fan, and as many louvers. The
proposed building dimensions of the
Control Building with a Generator and
Odor Control Room is 35-ft 4-inches by
21-ft (Figure 4-4) whereas a Control
Building without a Generator would have
dimensions of 27-ft by 12-ft 6-inches Figure 4-3 The New Wharf PS exterior
(Figure 4-4). These conceptual drawings could be designed like Ipswich’s historic
are also presented in Appendix E with clam shacks that once lined Water Street
additional plans. The exterior of the near the Wharf. Photo provided by Historic
Ipswich.
control building could be designed to blend
into the architecture of homes surrounding the Town Wharf, possibly of the style
similar to the clam shacks that once lined the Ipswich River along Water Street
near the Town Wharf.
One possible generator location the Town may wish to consider is at Town Hall.
Under this scenario, the generator could be sited in an exterior enclosure outside
of Town Hall, which is well above the 100-year plus 3-ft flood elevation. Town Hall
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is approximately 1/2-mile from the Town Wharf, and below grade power cables
could be run through the street to the new Town Wharf Pump Station from Town
Hall. An optional electrical materials cost adder for this wiring run is included in
the New Town Wharf Pump Station Opinion of Probable Construction Cost,
although this cost is not included in the proposed total project cost estimate.

Figure 4-4 – New Town Wharf Pump Station Control Building Dimensions with
Generator
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Figure 4-5 - New Town Wharf Pump Station Control Building Dimensions Without
Generator

4.2.3 New Pump Station Flood Protection
To comply with TR-16 guidelines and what MassDEP indicated they may require,
it is recommended that the new Town Wharf Pump Station be designed to protect
critical equipment against water damage up to a water surface elevation that is
three feet above the 100-year flood elevation.
Pumping equipment located in the wet well would be protected from flooding
events by watertight H-20 load rated hatches. As indicated above, the wet well
walls would be proposed to be 2.5-ft thick concrete, to withstand buoyancy and
flood water pressures. Process valves, flow meters, and piping located in the
below grade valve vault would be protected from flooding by watertight H-20 load
rated hatches, and the vault wall thicknesses would be sized for flood resiliency.
The proposed Control Building would be designed to withstand the 100-year plus
3-ft storm, featuring 2-ft thick concrete exterior walls with flood-proof doors.
Louver openings would be sited above the 100-year plus 3-ft flood elevation. By
locating the generator and all electrical/controls equipment inside the Control
Building, the station could remain operable even in a flooding situation and power
outage. Should the Town elect to site the generator off-site, then Control Building
would still be designed to withstand the 100-year plus 3-ft flood elevation and
would just be a much smaller building.
4.2.4 Odor Control
The proposed New Town Wharf Pump Station is a submersible pump station;
therefore, wastewater and odorous gases will be isolated to the below grade wet
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well. As the access hatches above the wet well are water tight, there should be
minimal odors emanating from the wet well out to the Town Wharf area.
After conversations with the Town, it was decided to evaluate and include an odor
control system to treat wet well odors. Should the Town desire an odor control
system to treat wet well odors, it is recommended that a carbon-based odor
control vessel, such as a Purafil unit, be installed in the Control Building. The odor
control unit would draw air from the wet well through a Schedule 80 PVC pipe into
the Control Building’s Odor Control Room. The building footprint would need to be
larger to accommodate the odor control equipment as shown in Figures 4-4 and
4-5 above. The Odor Control Room would be classified as a rated space; therefore,
it would have a separate entrance and be isolated from the rest of the building
via a 1-ft thick interior concrete wall.
Based on preliminary conversation’s with Purafil, a Model TS1000E odor control
vessel appears to be an appropriate tank scrubber. This unit would feature 22 ft3
of OdorCarb Ultra Media for H2S removal, and 11 ft3 of Odormix SP Media for
ammonia, mercaptans, and other nuisance odorous compound removal. For
budgetary planning purposes, at the time of this evaluation the anticipated cost
of media replacement for the TS1000E was as follows:



OdorCarb Ultra - $226/ft3 for a total of $4,972 (22 ft3)
OdorMix - $168/ft3 for a total of $1,848 (11 ft3)

To determine the rate at which the OdorMix would be depleted, given the relatively
low levels of H2S, additional air quality sampling is recommended. Grab air
samples could be collected in the existing station’s wet well and upstream
manhole and analyzed to determine the appropriate blend of OdorCarb versus
OdorMix media.
4.2.5 Energy Savings
The proposed new pump station would be designed and constructed with energy
conservation and efficiency in mind. Where practical, high efficiency motors,
lighting, and heating systems would be utilized. Control schematics and proper
process operating setpoints could also provide energy saving measures. Building
envelope materials such as insulation would also offer energy saving measures,
particularly during the winter months compared to the existing poorly insulated
Town Wharf Pump Station.
4.2.6 Construction Schedule
The construction of a new pump station and demolition of the existing is
anticipated to take approximately 1.5 to 2 years to complete. This timeframe
considers that access to the Town Wharf for recreational and commercial purposes
be kept open throughout the construction project, particularly during the summer
months.
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4.2.6 New Wharf Pump Station Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
The estimated cost for a new submersible Town Wharf Pump Station is
approximately $6,700,000. Appendix B presents a breakdown of the Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost for a new submersible Wharf Pump Station.

4.3 Do Nothing Option
Should the Town elect to leave the existing Town Wharf Pump Station as is without
modification, then the following risks and consequences will remain unabated.
Note that these are several possible outcomes and is not an exhaustive list.
-

Risk for station flooding
during storm event which
would compromise electrical
equipment, the generator,
and the EBARA pump (Pump
No. 3).

-

During station failure due to
flooding event, wastewater
could backup into Town
buildings, businesses, home,
and/or overflow into the
Ipswich
River
and
downstream clam beds.

-

Above grade pump station Year and 100-Year plus 3ft Flood Events
building walls could collapse
inward during 100-year plus 3-ft flooding event.

-

Pump Station building could float or shift from its current position,
potentially separating discharge and suction piping during a 100-year
plus 3-foot flooding event.

-

The building and basement could flood causing significant equipment
damage.

-

The station could be off-line for an extended period until damage could
be fully assessed and repairs complete. Costly bypass pumping would be
required during this time.

-

Pump station capacity undersized for future flow.

Figure 4-5 - Existing Wharf PS Under the 100-

After conversations with the Town, it was decided that even if the Town were to
choose the “do nothing” approach and not rehabilitate or replace the existing Town
Wharf PS, health and safety recommendations categorized as needing
“immediate” attention should still be implemented. The following table
summarizes the immediate health and safety recommendations and associated
costs to address them.
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Table 4-3: Existing Town Wharf Pump Station Immediate Health and Safety Related
Improvement Recommendations
Location

Estimated
Capital Cost

Proposed Improvement

Area Above Wet Well No.1 and No.2

Install grating and railing

$

3,500

Area Above Wet Well No.1 and No.2

Install removable grating over channels

$

2,700

Building Interior

Install exit signs throughout the pump station

$

6,000

Building Interior

Install emergency lighting throughout the pump
station

$

6,000

Building Interior

Provide combustible gas sensors on the Wet and
Dry sides to meet NFPA-820 requirements.
Provide associated horns/strobes inside the
building, "go, no-go" indicator lights on the
exterior of the building, and remote alarming.

$

Building Interior

Provide duct smoke detectors as required in the
Wet Well and Dry Well ducts. Include local alarm
horn/light in the dry side.

$

5,000

Roof

Need
a
supply
fan
and
replacement
louver/damper. Assumes inline fan and some
duct. Requires vent smoke sensors, vent status,
etc.

$

9,800

Roof

Remove elbow and orient exhaust vertically.
Install new rain flapper valve.

$

400

Total Immediate H&S Capital Cost
Rounded Up To Nearest Thousand
CONTRACTOR O&P
CONTINGENCY
SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services
TOTAL:

15%
40%
20%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,000

50,400
51,000
8,000
24,000
83,000
17,000
100,000

4.4 Overflow Structure & Piping
In Section 3, the overflow manhole structure and overflow piping were discussed.
The overflow structure and overflow piping are in need of attention. The following
summarizes the recommendations for the overflow manhole structure and piping:


Replace the duckbill valve with an in-line elastomeric check valve near the
end of the overflow pipe.



Clean, CCTV inspect, and if necessary line with cured in place pipe (CIPP)
the 18-inch diameter cast iron pipe, which connects the overflow structure
to the Ipswich River.



Repair concrete and line interior of overflow structure with cementitious
coating.
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Install a new sluice gate against the manhole structure wall in front of the
outfall pipe entrance to control when flow is released to the Ipswich River.



A Sequence of Operations and Notifications/Permissions Protocol should be
established for when the gate is going to be opened, and the Town should
seek approval from MassDEP for this protocol.

At the time of this report, the Town was working with a contractor on
improvements to the overflow structure including installation of a sluice gate in
the manhole structure to control flow in and out of the overflow manhole structure,
as well as replacement of the overflow pipe’s duck bill valve with an in-line Tideflex
check valve. In October 2018, a CCTV inspection was complete of the 18-inch
overflow pipe from the manhole structure to the duck bill valve, and it was found
to be free of significant cracking and minimal infiltration and inflow was observed.

4.5 Additional Town Wharf Improvements
The Town Wharf is an important recreational and commercial area for Ipswich. It
will be important to have buy-in and support from the multiple entities that will
benefit from improvements at the Town Wharf. It is also important to identify
potential funding sources and grants so that the Wastewater Department does not
have to pay for all the Town Wharf improvements. It is recommended that
improvements efforts related to the Town Wharf Pump Station be communicated
with other stakeholders in Town to solicit support, both financially and to promote
public buy-in.
Parking is at a premium at the Town Wharf, particularly during the summer, with
limited spots for automobiles and vehicles with boat trailers. Many of the
commercial shell fisherman launch their boats at the Town Wharf, but the limited
parking restricts the number of fisherman that can launch their boats. Whether
the Town elects to construct a new pump station or rehabilitate the existing pump
station, the addition of parking at the Town Wharf should be considered. Currently
the land to the west of the Wharf Pump Station is a grassy slope running along
East Street down to the Town Wharf parking lot toward Water Street. The Town
may wish to consider extending the retaining wall behind the pump station
westward to the intersection of East Street and Water Street, leveling the slope
and extending the parking lot. This would provide additional parking at the Town
Wharf, and if the parking spaces create more boat trailer parking spaces, funding
may available through the Seaport Economic Council. Appendix A shows the
material cost (concrete and rebar) for constructing a new retaining wall along East
Street, however, it does not include excavation, road stabilizing sheeting, paving,
etc., and this materials cost is not carried in either the total rehabilitation or new
pump station costs. Should the Town wish to further pursue a retaining wall
extension along East Street, a geotechnical investigation and evaluation is
recommended along the proposed alignment.
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If the existing pump station is to be demolished, the Town has expressed a desire
to demolish the building below grade, backfill the wet and dry wells, regrade the
area, and have it paved over for additional parking spaces.
Another area to potentially expand recreational or parking space at the Town
Wharf is at the southwest corner near the overflow structure pipe outfall protective
piles. The construction of a timber wharf at the seawall hip in this area could
provide additional parking or recreational space and possibly be eligible for grant
funding.
The following Table 4-4 summarizes additional Town Wharf improvements not
directly connected to the wastewater pump station, but improvements that could
be incorporated into the pump station upgrade or replacement project.
TABLE 4-4 Additional Town Wharf Improvement Considerations
Improvement / Benefit

Improvement Location

Recommended Improvement

Additional vehicular and
Excavate slope down to parking lot grade,
boat trailer parking
West of Existing Pump extend retaining wall behind existing pump
Station – Grass Slope
station west to Water St. along East St, and
pave for new parking spaces.
Additional vehicular and
Demolish existing Pump Station, grade,
Existing Pump Station
boat trailer parking
and pave for new parking spaces.
Additional vehicular
Southwest Corner of
Remove overflow pipe protective piles and
parking and / or
Wharf ‐ Seawall Hip
Construct a timber wharf to extend out
recreational space
near Overflow Pipe
over Ipswich River to provide a
Outfall
recreational space or additional parking.
Replace Handrails and
Replace existing seawall handrails and
Improve Fall Protection
Along Wharf Sewall
install more effective gates atop gangways
when docks are not installed.

4.6 Funding Opportunities
Several grant opportunities have been identified that may be applicable for a
pump station upgrade project whether the decision is made to construct a new
facility or rehabilitate the existing station. Table 4-5 below summarizes these
grant opportunities.
The Town and Tighe & Bond staff attended a Coastal Zone Management (CZM)
Pre-Meeting in Ipswich and had a conference call with CZM staff to discuss how
their Resilience Grant would fit the design efforts of a new or rehabilitated Wharf
PS. Given the emphasis on resiliency to improve the current station, CZM feels
this project would be a strong candidate for their Coastal Resilience Grant, and
the Town could phase the application efforts to fund design one year, permitting
a second year, and construction a third year.
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Table 4-5 Recommended Town Wharf Pump Station Funding Strategies
Grant Name

Purpose

Possible Award*

Municipal Vulnerability
Preparedness (MVP) – Action
Grant

Provides support advance priority
climate adaptation actions to address
climate change impacts resulting from
extreme weather, sea level rise,
coastal flooding, and other climate
impacts.
*Ensure Ipswich has completed MVP
Planning Process Meeting by May 2019.

$400,000

FEMA Federal Disaster Funds:
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant
Program

Mitigate the costs and impacts of future
disasters. Reduce long-term risk from
future hazard events.

75% of Total Project Cost

MEMA/FEMA Post-Disaster
Hazard Mitigation Assistance
Grant Program

Reduce or eliminate long-term risks
caused by natural or man-made
disasters.
Only
communities
in
Massachusetts are eligible.
*Ensure the Wharf Pump Station is on
Ipswich’s Hazard Mitigation Plan.

CZM Coastal Resilience

Redesign
and
retrofit
existing
community facilities and infrastructure.

$500,000

MACP Accelerating Climate
Resiliency Mini-Grant Program

Help municipalities advance strategies
that protect people, places, and
communities from the impact of
climate change.

$15,000 - $50,000 per round
(can apply multiple rounds
and phase)

Seaport Economic Council

5 different grants to help stimulate the
maritime economy and grow jobs. Can
be used to for coastal infrastructure
improvement projects that support and
promote tourism, recreation, the shellfishing
industry,
and
improve
sustainability and resilience.

$1,000,000

CZM Coastal Pollutant
Remediation Grant

Design and construct BMPs to treat
runoff from municipal parking lots.
Design and construct commercial boat
pump out facility.

75% of Total Project Cost
Non-Federal Grants can be
used for the 25% match

$175,000

*For all grants, Ipswich would need to contribute 25% of the total project cost (20% for SEC)
** CZM = Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management

4.7 Recommendations
After evaluation the existing Town Wharf Pump Station and assessing necessary
rehabilitation efforts versus construction of a new pump station, it is our
recommendation that the existing Town Wharf Pump Station be demolished and
replaced with a new resilient submersible station. While the report that follows
presents details on the evaluation, analyses, and alternatives, the following are
some of the key drivers for our recommendation to construct a new submersible
pump station:
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-

Existing station is not resilient to a 100-year (or 100-year plus 3-foot storm)
storm, and significant costs and time would be required to protect the station
from catastrophic flooding failure.

-

Process piping and wet well configuration in the existing station is not ideal for
efficient operations and performance.

-

The life expectancy of a new pump station would be significantly greater than
the life expectancy of a rehabilitated station.

-

Future system capacity could be more adequately handled at a new pump
station.

-

Wastewater Staff would be performing operations and maintenance activities
in a healthier and safer environment at a new pump station rather than at a
rehabilitated pump station.

-

A new pump station would be designed and constructed with energy
conservation and efficiency in mind. Where practical, high efficiency motors,
lighting, and heating systems would be utilized. Control schematics and proper
process operating setpoints could also provide energy saving measures.
Building envelope materials such as insulation would also offer energy saving
measures, particularly during the winter months compared to the existing
poorly insulated station.

-

Aesthetics improvements, recreational space, and parking lot expansion could
all be realized at the Town Wharf as a part of a pump station replacement
project.

-

Funding could be available to support the new resilient pump station and other
Town Wharf improvements during a pump station replacement project.

It is recommended that the Town first pursue the Massachusetts Executive Office
of Energy and Environmental Affairs’ Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness Action
Grant and CZM Coastal Resilience Grants. These grants could be used to fund the
engineering design and permitting efforts for the new Town Wharf Pump Station,
which would be resilient to flooding from the 100-year plus 3-foot storm. Grants
can be applied for multiple times to help fund different phases of the project, and
we recommend pursuing the next round of funding in Spring 2019 to fund
preliminary design and permitting activities associated with a Town Wharf Pump
Station replacement project. Upon completion of permitting and design, it is
recommended that the Town pursue MEMA’s Post-Disaster Hazard Mitigation
Assistance Grant and FEMA’s Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant; both grants could be
used to help fund construction of the new Town Wharf Pumps Station.
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Existing Wharf Pump Station Condition
Summary Tables & Repair Costs

Appendix A - Existing Town Wharf Pump Station Condition Assessment Summary Table and Rehabilitation Costs

Item No.

Location

Item Description

Recommended Action
Category

(1)

Code Violation/
Safety/Security

Proposed Improvement

Estimated Capital
Cost

Estimated Cost for Each Action Category
Immediate

Cat A

Cat B

(1)

Cat C

Totals

Wharf Pump Station Structural / Architectural
Exterior
S 1

Building Envelope

Failed ballasted membrane roofing

A

Remove existing ballasted roof, install adhered, insulated membrane roof

$14,500

$0

$14,500

$0

$0

S 2

Building Envelope

Isolated foundation spall at northwest corner

A

Repair area with a cementitious repair mortar

$750

$0

$750

$0

$0

S 3

Building Envelope

Isolated area of impact damaged brick veneer

A

Repair damaged brick masonry

$750

$0

$750

$0

$0

S 4

Building Envelope

Roof drain discharges onto concrete foundation wall

B

Extend roof drain or coat isolated area of foundation wall

$500

$0

$0

$500

$0

S 5

Building Envelope

Two Uninsulated exterior doors

A

Install new exterior doors

$8,000

$0

$8,000

$0

$0

S 6

Building Envelope

A

Discussion point with the owner. Will be very difficult to add insulation to the walls.

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

S 7

Adjacent Retaining Wall

A

Review wall condition

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$24,000

$500

$0

$0

Above-grade walls, and doors are uninsulated, roof also may be
uninsulated
Open crack with movement in retaining wall cap

$24,500

Wharf Pump Station Structural / Architectural

Wet Well and Influent Area

S 1

Concrete Wet Well Tank Walls

Uniform layer of surficial deterioration on walls

A

Remove deteriorated concrete, coat area with protective coating

$8,500

$0

$8,500

$0
$0

S 2

Concrete Wet Well Walls above TanStaining, walls are sound overall

A

Clean walls, consider extending epoxy coating up walls

$15,000

$0

$15,000

S 3

Underside of beams and small slab Scaling/concrete deterioration due to gas exposure

A

Epoxy Coat

$2,500

$0

$2,500

$0

S 4

Wet well tank, open area

Fall hazard adjacent to gate operator

Install grating and railing

$3,500

$3,500

$0

$0

$0

S 5

Suction pipe bells

deterioration/section loss at exposed bell

A

Epoxy Coat bell of pipe

$500

$0

$500

$0

$0

S 6

Wet well tank infill concrete

Deterioration of fill concrete

A

Repair with cementitious repair mortar, then epoxy coat

$1,250

$0

$1,250

$0

$0

S 6
S 7

Steel rail on stairs and at top of stair Failed paint and surface rust
Aluminum stairs
Debris accumulation

Replace rail with corrosion resistance system, aluminum or stainless steel
Clean/power wash stairs

$4,500
$500

$0
$0

$4,500
$500

$0
$0

$0
$0

S 8

Influent area

Not inspected, surficial concrete deterioration

Inspect area, coating influent channels with epoxy coating system

$5,000

$0

$5,000

$0

$0

S 10

Influent area

Open channels without fall protection

Install removable grating over channels

$2,700

$2,700

$0

$0

$0

$6,200

$37,750

$0

$0

Immediate

A
A

Yes

Yes

A
Immediate

Yes

$0

$43,950

Wharf Pump Station Structural / Architectural
Dry Well
S 1

Steel stairs

S 2

Sump Area

S 3

CMU masonry walls

S 4

Pump room: steel pipe stands

Heavy rust and section loss at lower flight of stairs, failed paint surface rust
on upper flight
Lack of cover leads to moisture in room and led to deterioration of the
stairs

A

Replace Stairs with corrosion resistant system, aluminum or stainless steel

$11,500

$0

$11,500

$0

$0

A

Install aluminum cover over sump

$500

$0

$500

$0

$0

Area of deterioration adjacent to sink

A

Repair deteriorated CMU face shells

$4,250

$0

$4,250

$0

$0

Surface rust on steel pipe stands

B

Prep and paint pipe stands

$750

$0

$0

$750

$0
$0

S 5

Aluminum floor door

Good condition, fall protection

A

Consider installation of safety netting at hatch opening

$750

$0

$750

$0

S 6

Interior

Paint coating system areas of poor condition

A

Yes

Paint Station

$20,000

$0

$20,000

$0

$0

S 7

Interior, underside of roof slab

Isolated crack with rust staining

A

Seal Crack (after roofing replacement)

$750

$0

$750

$0

$0

$0

$37,750

$750

$0

$0

$1,184,856

$0

$0

$0

$1,184,856

$0

$0

$38,500

Wharf Pump Station, Resiliency
Resiliency Improvements
R 1

Flood Wall - Protect Building
Current Station Will Float / Be Buoyant During a 100yr + 3ft storm event.
Foundation, Below & Above Grade
Above grade walls will collapse inward during a 100yr + 3 ft storm.
Walls

A

Construct A Flood Wall Around Existing Pumping Station to Protect Station From
Flooding and Buoyancy Issues. Cost includes Flood Wall's Rebar & Concrete, Hinged
Flood Door, Sheeting /Dewatering, Excavation, Backfill & Compaction

$1,184,856

$1,184,856

Item No.

Location

Item Description

Recommended Action
Category

(1)

Code Violation/
Safety/Security

Estimated Cost for Each Action Category (1)

Proposed Improvement

Estimated Capital
Cost

Immediate

Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

Totals

Town Wharf Site / Civil Overflow / Retaining Wall
Site / Civil - Overflow Structure Improvements & Retaining Wall

C 1

Overflow Piping Duckbill Valve

Existing Duckbill Valve is not closing properly and is allowing sediment and
water to enter the overflow pipe, and at high tide the overflow structure fills
with saltwater that enters the collection system.

Immediate

Replace Duct bill with an in-line elastomeric check valve

$8,000

$8,000

$0

$0

$0

C 2

Overflow Piping

At high tide significant amount of water fills the overflow structure
infiltrating the collection system. Existing pipe is 60 years old and assumed
to have cracks allowing for infiltration.

A

Clean, CCTV Inspect and Line Overflow Pipe

$25,000

$0

$25,000

$0

$0

C 3

Overflow Manhole Structure

Manhole structure walls have leaking through the concrete. The concrete
overflow baffle wall has a leak that is allowing overflow pipe surcharge
water to infiltrate into the sewer system and pump station.

A

Repair concrete and line / coat manhole interior

$9,000

$0

$9,000

$0

$0

C 4

Overflow Discharge Control Valve

There is no means of controlling septage overflow from entering the
Ipswich River. The originally designed sluice gate is not installed.

A

Install new alloy 2205 duplex stainless steel sluice gate to control when flow is released
to the Ipswich River. Gate should remain closed under normal operation, but a
Sequence of Operations and Notifications / Permissions Protocol should be established
for when the gate is going to be opened.

$25,000

$0

$25,000

$0

$0

C 6

Retaining Wall

East Street Retaining Wall is located behind existing Wharf PS only.
Potential Boat and Trailer Parking Spaces at Town Wharf are taken by the
existing earthen slope along East St, west of the Pump Station.

NC

Retaining wall behind pump station could be replaced and extended westward to the
intersection of East St and Water Street. This would provide additional parking at the
Town Wharf. Cost is only the cost estimate for concrete, does not include excavation,
road stabilizing sheeting, paving, etc. Cost not carried in total OPC.

$355,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$8,000

$59,000

$0

$0

$0

$255,000

$0

$0

$0

$255,000

$0

$0

$67,000

Wharf Pump Station HBMA
Hazardous Building Materials Abatement

C 5

PCB & HMBA Abatement

Abate Asbestos Containing Materials, Other Hazard Building Materials
and suspect PCB Paint from ceiling, floor and walls of Upper Level pump
station plus ceiling and walls of Dry Well Lower Level. Bypass pumping
around station for two weeks during this work.

Abate suspect PCB Paint from ceiling, floor and walls of Upper Level pump station plus
ceiling and walls of Dry Well Lower Level. Allow for approximately 2 weeks of
abatement, during which time access to the PS rooms where work is taking place would
be restricted. Bypass pumping around station for two weeks during this work.

A

$255,000

Electrical
E 1

Building Exterior

Exterior lighting is non-functional

A

Security

Replace exterior lighting with photocell controlled LED lights

$1,800

$0

$1,800

$0

$0

E 2

Building Interior

No exit signs in the building

Immediate

Code Violation

Install exit signs throughout the pump station

$5,681

$5,681

$0

$0

$0

E 3

Building Interior

No emergency lighting in the building

Immediate

Code Violation

Install emergency lighting throughout the pump station

$5,331

$5,331

$0

$0

$0

E 4

Building Interior

No service level surge protection

A

Install surge protection of at least 300kA/phase

$4,000

$0

$4,000

$0

$0

E 5

Building Interior

Inefficient lighting

B

$0

$0

$5,400

$0

Building Interior-Dry

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 7

Building Interior-Dry

$65,050

$0

$0

$0

$65,050

E 8

Building Interior-Dry

$14,500

$0

$0

$0

$14,500

E 9

Building Interior-Dry

SCADA control equipment- good condition
MCC is getting old and becoming unreliable, will be reaching the end of its
useful life
480V 400A panelboard- good condition (potentially under utilized if hope is
to clear up MCC space for future generator) - feeds VFD-1,2,3 and Jockey
VFD-1 (84.5HP Motor)- good condition

Replace dry well interior lighting with efficient LED fixtures
None- SCADA system recently upgraded, no control/monitoring problems noted by the
Coordinate with future improvementoperator
to replace the MCC and remove applicable

$5,400

E 6

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 10

Building Interior-Dry

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 11

Building Interior-Dry

VFD-2 (84.5HP Motor)- good condition

Recently replaced, maintain as required, no additional action needed

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 12

Building Interior-Dry

ABS Pump Overload Monitor - good condition

Maintain as required, no additional action needed

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 13

Building Interior-Dry

Jockey Pump VFD (17.42HP)- good condition

Maintain as required, no additional action needed

$0

$0

$0

$0

E 14

Building Interior

Generator (240kW) - good condition, replacement is required expanding
capacity of the station

$0

$0

$0

E 15

Building Interior

E
E
E
E

Building Interior
Building Interior
Wet Well
Wet Well

Power Panel PP-1 (120/208V) - 100A - Old and becoming unreliable, and
is reaching the end of its useful service life
Comminutor Control Panel- no longer in use
Intrinsic Barrier Panel - good condition
Lighting is in good condition
Wet well Transducer and Float J-Box - good condition

Rooftop

Drywell Fan Disconnect Switch- rust damage is becoming significant

16
17
19
20

E 21

NA
C
C

VFD-3 (60HP Motor) - Ageing but in good condition, replacement isn't
required for >15yrs

equipment to reduce the MCC's footprint
Replace in the future. Determine replacing in kind or with a larger panel pending
decisions regarding the generator and MCC
Recently replaced, maintain as required, no additional action needed
Coordinate the replacement of the VFD with the replacement of a new pump - cost is
demo and replacement of w/ a larger VFD (100HP)

$35,975

Replace as required, cost assumes replacement with 240kW unit outside of the
building in a weatherproof sound enclosure - this must be revised after future
expansion is evaluated

$119,869

$0

B

Replace panelboard - recommend larger 36-42ckt panelboard for future expansion

$7,000

$0

$0

$7,000

$0

A

Demolish and remove
Nothing required
Nothing required
Nothing required

$1,300

$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,300
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

A

Replace with NEMA-3R lockable disconnect switch

$1,968

$0

$1,968

$0

$0

$255,000

Item No.

Location

Item Description

E 22

Building Interior -

There is no gas detection in the Wet Well or Dry Side. NFPA-820 requires
a gas detection system for the Wet Well. It also requires gas detection in
the dry well side only if the dry well is ventilated continuously to declassify
the space and the ventilation air is recirculated during cold weather to save
energy.

E 23

Building Interior -

No duct smoke detection/alarm equipment is installed. Duct smoke
detection is required if HVAC upgrades are implemented.

E 24

Building Interior

Building Alarm / Intrusion Detection

Recommended Action

Estimated Cost for Each Action Category (1)

Code Violation/
Safety/Security

Proposed Improvement

Estimated Capital
Cost

Immediate

Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

Immediate

Code Violation

Provide combustible gas sensors on the Wet and Dry sides to meet NFPA-820
requirements. Provide associated horns/strobes inside the building, "go, no-go"
indicator lights on the exterior of the building, and remote alarming.

$16,776

$16,776

$0

$0

$0

Immediate

Code Violation

Provide duct smoke detectors as required in the Wet Well and Dry Well ducts. Include
local alarm horn/light in the dry side.

$4,309

$4,309

$0

$0

$0

Install New Intrusion Detection System and Connect with PLC

$5,250

$0
$0

$5,250
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$32,098

$14,318

$12,400

$79,550

Category

(1)

A

Electrical Total

Totals

$138,366

Wharf Pump Station Process & Mechanical
Process / Mechanical
M1
Wet Well
M2
Wet Well
M3

Wet Well

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Wet Well
Wet Well
Dry Well
Dry Well
Dry Well
Dry Well
Dry Well
Dry Well

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Suction Flanges - Deteriorating at Bell
Comminutor Shaft - Abandoned and Not Needed
Influent Channel Mud Valve - Catches rags and causes flow restriction
through channel
Missing Odor Control
Wet Well No. 2 Sluice Gate - Poor condition. Not reliably operable.
Suction Line Plug Valves - Fair Condition
Discharge Line Check Valves - Fair Condition
Discharge Line Plug Valves - Fair Condition
Pressure Gauges, Suction and Discharge - Missing
ABS Pump Discharge Pipe Tee Fittings
EBARA Pump - Poor to Fair Condition

A
A

Remove existing and replace
Demolition from Channel

$9,400
$1,200

$0
$0

$9,400
$1,200

$0
$0

$0
$0

A

Not needed, remove and patch channel floor opening

$2,400

$0

$2,400

$0

$0

A
Immediate
A
A
A
A
C
A

Install Purafil Tub Scrubber Unit On Wet Well Landing
Replace with 316 Stainless Steel Sluice Gate
Replace in Kind
Replace in Kind
Replace in Kind
Install new suction and discharge pressure gauges
Replace with wye fittings to reduce headloss
Replace with ABS/Sultzer Pump sized to match existing or for future flow
Replace Impellers with Hardened / Coated Impellers and Bottom Plates. When pumps
exceed useful life replace pumps with in-kind ABS/Sultzer. Budget for each pump to be
approximately $100,000 installed to replace.
Upgrade Jockey Pump With New Hydraulic Kit

$48,000
$10,500
$24,600
$31,150
$24,600
$1,200
$13,500
$112,500

$0
$10,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$48,000
$0
$24,600
$31,150
$24,600
$1,200
$0
$112,500

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$13,500
$0

$13,600

$0

$13,600

$0

$0

$1,500

$0

$1,500

$0

$0

$10,500

$270,150

$0

$13,500

M 12

Dry Well

ABS High Flow Pumps (Qty 2) - Impeller Worn. Pumps are undersized for
future flow.

A

M 13

Dry Well

ABS/Sultzer Jockey Pump (Qty 1) - Impeller Worn

A

Wharf Pump Station HVAC & Plumbing
HVAC - Exterior
H 1

Roof

Roof exhaust fan for dry side not working - could not turn on

A

Replace thermostatic controls, replace fan

$5,400

$0

$5,400

$0

$0

H 2

Roof

Intake motor operated Louver for dry side ventilation not working - could
not turn on

Immediate

NFPA 820 Violation

Need a supply fan and replacement louver/damper. Assumes inline fan and some duct.
See narrative, requires vent smoke sensors, vent status, etc.

$9,800

$9,800

$0

$0

$0

H 3

Roof

Roof generator exhaust points sideways with flapper, exhaust cycles back
into pump station through louver, CO accumulation risk

Immediate

Code Violation

Remove elbow & face exhaust straight up. Install new rain flapper

$400

$400

$0

$0

$0

H 4

Northeast wall

Intake louver for generator - 1 section not operable

A/C

$0

H 5

Roof

Roof wet well side - 24x24 exhaust gravity ventilator

Immediate

H 6

Roof

Roof wet well side - 30x30 supply fan

H 7

Roof

Repair linkage - otherwise in good condition

$0

$0

$0

$0

Replace with powered fan, balance flow

$3,250

$3,250

$0

$0

$0

B

Replace

$3,100

$0

$0

$3,100

$0

Roof - generator exhaust not insulated through slab,

A

Install thimble (2 piece) and insulation

$300

$0

$300

$0

$0

Roof

Roof vent pipes (2) - rusting at opening due to leaking roof

B

Replace damaged part of stack

$800

$0

$0

$800

$0

Southeast Wall

Roof drain discharges onto concrete foundation wall, possibly a sealing
issue

A

Extend roof drain or seal isolated area of foundation wall

$600

$0

$600

$0

$0

NFPA 820 Violation

Plumbing - Exterior
P 1
P 2

HVAC - Wet Well
H 1

Upper and lower level

Supply & exhaust ductwork

B

Replace intake and exhaust ductwork

$9,500

$0

$0

$9,500

$0

H 2
H 3
H 4

Upper level
Upper level
Upper level

Duct insulation covered in mold and falling off in places
Space heater on upper level - highly corroded
Heater controls no longer working

A
A
A

Remove insulation. Not necessary as this is not conditioned air.
Replace heater - with new explosion proof heater - highly corroded
Install explosion proof temp sensor on wet well side.

$800
$6,300
$0

$0
$0
$0

$800
$6,300
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Plumbing - Wet Well
P 1

Lower level

Valve is highly corroded

A

Replace

$100

$0

$100

$0

$0

Gas heaters (2) Sterling QVF-305

B

Replace

$5,800

$0

$0

$5,800

$0

P 2
HVAC - Dry Well
H 1

Upper level

Total
$294,150

Item No.

Location

Item Description

Recommended Action
Category

(1)

A

Code Violation/
Safety/Security

Proposed Improvement
Remove all abandoned/redundant controls
Label purpose of each functional one (heater 1 - Heater 2 - vent fan)
Install new HVAC panel for ventilation system
Gen is dependent on DCW for cooling impacting resiliency and wastes water every
week when test operating - OK, but a radiator is preferred. (cost to upgrade to radiator)
*NOTE - this line is eliminated if generator is replaced.

Estimated Cost for Each Action Category (1)

Estimated Capital
Cost

Immediate

Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

$800

$0

$800

$0

$0

$10,500

$10,500

$0

$0

$0

$40,500

$0

$0

$40,500

$0

H 2

Upper level

Abandoned heating, ventilation controls (2)

H 3

Upper level

Ventilation controls

H 4

Upper level

Gen cooling - total loss DCW

H 5

Lower level

Electric heater & controls - not working

A

Replace

$3,840

$0

$3,840

$0

$0

H 6

Lower level

Duct grille - rusted

B

Replace

$200

$0

$0

$200

$0

H 7

Upper and lower level

Exhaust ductwork

C

Replace

$15,200

$0

$0

$0

$15,200

Utility sink

A

Replace/repair faucet - Leaking

$275

$0

$275

$0

$0
$0

Immediate
B

Totals

Plumbing - Dry Well
P 1

Upper level

P 2

Upper level

Water hammer arrestor (2)

B

Replace

$200

$0

$0

$200

P 3

Upper level

Water heater Ruud RP6P4-1

B

New element / replace

$1,300

$0

$0

$1,300

$0

P 4

Lower level

Sump pump

B

Adjust height, too close to surface / Replace

$700

$0

$0

$700

$0

P 5

Lower level

Sump pump hose

A

Replace hose and quick connect fitting

$150

$0

$150

$0

$0

$23,950

$18,565

$62,100

$15,200

$119,815

$80,748
$81,000

$1,901,389
$1,902,000

$75,750
$76,000

$108,250
$109,000

$2,166,137
$2,167,000
$325,050.00
$996,820.00
$3,488,870
$697,774.00
$4,186,644

Total

Total Capital Cost - Grand Total

Total Capital Cost - Grand Total
Rounded to Nearest Thousand

CONTRACTOR O&P
CONTINGENCY
SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services

15%
40%
20%

CONTRACTOR O&P
CONTINGENCY
SUBTOTAL
Engineering Services

15%
40%
20%
TOTAL:

Immediate - Items that have an immediate need for repair or replacement because of their condition or importance. Items that were safety or code concerns were included in this category.
Category A - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 6 or fewer years - repair or replacement is expected to be necessary during this period.
Category B - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 7 to 11 years - repair or replacement is expected to be necessary between 7 and 11 years from now.
Category C - Items that have an expected remaining service life of 12 to 16 years - repair or replacement is expected to be necessary between 12 and 16 years from now.

Appendix B
New Wharf Pump Station Opinion of
Probable Construction Cost

Tighe&Bond

APPENDIX B - ENGINEER'S OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
Project:
Location:
Component:
Estimate Type:

Ipswich Wharf Pump Station - New Submersible PS with Interior Generator and Roof Mounted Radiator
Ipswich, MA
Waste Water Pump Station
Task 1
Conceptual
Preliminary Design
Design Development

Construction
Change Order
% Complete

Designed By:
Date:
Project #:

Material/Installed Cost
Spec.
Item
Section No.
DIVISION 1 - GENERAL CONDITIONS

Description

$/Unit
Total
Qty
Units
(Costs included in unit prices in other Divisions)

- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 1
DIVISION 2 - SITE WORK
DEMOLISION OF EXISTING PS
Haz Material
Test Pit Excavation
Gas Service
Sheeting (Sheet piles) (Pump Station Wet Well Only) (Not MH)
Excavation/Backfill/Compaction (Wet Well & Valve Vault Only) (Not MH)
Excavation/Backfill/Compaction (Influent MH)
Excavation/Backfill/Compaction (Pump Station Building Only)
Excavation/Backfill/Compaction (Piping)
Paving (Piping)
Rock Excavation (Pump Station Site Only) (Assume Rock @ Elev. 1 Ft)
Dewatering (Wet Well Excavation & Pump Station Site Only)
Crushed Stone
24" Sewer Line From Overflow MH to Influent MH to New PS Wet Well
Plug Valve (16")
HDPE Pipe (16")
Plug Valve (14") for bypass line
DI Bypass Piping (14") for bypass line
16" Coupling (Hymax)
Manhole (Pump Station Feed MH)
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 2
DIVISION 3 - CONCRETE
Concrete & Rebar - Cast in Place
Concrete Retaining Wall (1ft thick wall w/ 7lf footing 4ft deep, 7ft tall&200lf)
Concrete Walls - Wet Well
Concrete - Valve Vault
Concrete Walls - Control House
Concrete Beams (5 (1'x2') support top slab & hatches within of Wet Well)
Slab on Grade - Control House
MAT Foundation
Shallow Foundation for Control House
Concrete Fill
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 3
DIVISION 4 - MASONRY/BUILDINGS
Roofing
Siding

Installation
$/Unit

Total

Total

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$24,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$24,000

$50,000
$8,125
$625
$48,000
$118,450
$57,583
$3,825
$22,919
$44,389
$16,333
$25,500
$150,000
$700
$27,500
$4,800
$18,750
$3,500
$1,500
$3,500
$4,500
$0
$610,499

LS
LS
CY
LF
SF
CY
CY
CY
CY
SF
CY
LS
CY
LF
EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA

$50,000
$8,125
$25
$120
$50
$85
$85
$85
$85
$70
$85
$150,000
$35
$275
$4,800
$75
$3,500
$75
$3,500
$4,500

$50,000
$8,125
$625
$24,000
$118,450
$57,583
$3,825
$22,919
$44,389
$16,333
$25,500
$150,000
$700
$27,500
$4,800
$18,750
$3,500
$1,500
$3,500
$4,500
$0
$586,499

142
151
22
120
4
17
30
24
0

CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY

$2,500
$2,500
$2,000
$2,000
$3,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$1,000

$355,000
$377,981
$44,148
$240,741
$10,667
$33,244
$60,444
$48,000
$0
$0
$1,170,226

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$355,000
$377,981
$44,148
$240,741
$10,667
$33,244
$60,444
$48,000
$0
$0
$1,170,226

680
1,242

SF
SF

$20
$12

$13,600
$14,904
$0
$28,504

$0
$0
$0
$0

$13,600
$14,904
$0
$28,504

4

EA

$21,000

$84,000

$5,250

$21,000

$105,000

2
9,111

EA
LB

$29,500
$9

$59,000
$82,000
$0
$84,000

$7,375

$14,750
$0
$0
$21,000

$73,750
$82,000
$0
$260,750

- NOT USED - (Additional)

Hatches (Valve Vault) (H-20 & Watertight)
Steel Structure for Hoist
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 5
DIVISION 6 - WOOD & PLASTICS

QC:
Date:

1
1
25
200
2369
677
45
270
522
233
300
1
20
100
1
250
1
20
1
1

SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 4
DIVISION 5 - METALS
Hatches (wet well hatch & safety grating) (Watertight & H-20)

DRF
5/16/2018
I-0066-008

$120

- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 6
DIVISION 7 - THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

- NOT USED - (Additional)

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 7
DIVISION 8 - DOORS & WINDOWS
Single Door - (Flood Secure Door)
Double Door - (Flood Secure Door)
Swinging Flood Secure Door- (Flood Secure in front of Roll-up Door)
Roll-up Door - (Steel Price, should be Aluminum Door $$$)
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 8
DIVISION 9 - FINISHES
Painting (General)
Painting (Lining of the New Wet Well) (Lining only above Elev. -6.25ft)
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 9
DIVISION 10 - SPECIALTIES

1
1
1
1

EA
EA
EA
EA

$9,925
$16,423
$20,000
$11,500

$9,925
$16,423
$20,000
$11,500
$0
$0

$4,963
$8,212
$10,000
$5,750

$4,963
$8,212
$10,000
$5,750
$0
$0

$14,888
$24,635
$30,000
$17,250
$0
$86,772

1
1,590

LS
SF

$1,000
$43

$1,000
$69,130
$0
$70,130

$400
$17

$400
$27,652
$0
$28,052

$1,400
$96,783
$0
$98,183

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$112,500
$18,000

$337,500
$54,000

- NOT USED - NOT USED - (Additional)

$0
$0
$0

SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 10
DIVISION 11 - EQUIPMENT
Large Flow Pumps
Jockey Pumps

3
1

EA
EA

$75,000
$36,000

$225,000
$36,000

$37,500
$18,000

Jib Craine & Hoist

1

EA

$15,000

- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 11
DIVISION 12 - FURNISHINGS
- NOT USED - NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 12
DIVISION 13 - SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

Gantry Hoist

5
1

EA
EA

$425
$3,600

$2,125
$3,600
$5,725

1

LS

$8,000

$8,000
$0
$8,000

40
100
1
1
10
40
40
2
200
50
1
1
1
40
1
2
150
1
1
1
20
73
1
1
10

LF
LF
LOT
LOT
LF
LF
LF
EA
LF
LF
LOT
EA
EA
LF
EA
EA
LB
LOT
EA
EA
SF
SF
EA
EA
PNT

$7.00
$11.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$40.00
$65.00
$65.00
$750.00
$15.00
$25.00
$3,500.00
$350.00
$2,500.00
$70.00
$3,600.00
$1,075.00
$0.57
$1,150.00
$900.00
$238.00
$80.00
$80.00
$2,325.00
$2,100.00
$1,000.00

$280
$1,100
$500
$1,000
$400
$2,600
$2,600
$1,500
$3,000
$1,250
$3,500
$350
$2,500
$2,800
$3,600
$2,150
$86
$1,150
$900
$238
$1,600
$5,840
$2,325
$2,100
$10,000

SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 14
DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL
High temp insulation 1" for exhaust
3/4" Domestic Water Piping
Water Meter Installation
Misc plumbing fittings
2" Iron DWV Piping (sink)
4" Iron DWV Piping (floor drain and to well)
4" Iron DWV Piping (roof Drain)
Roof Drain
Radiator piping 3" Sch 40
Gas Piping 2.5" Sch 40 welded
Gas Meter installation
Utility Sink
Water Heater
6" exhaust pipe (40') Sch 40
Heater 3 kW 1p 208-220 (rated for classified spaces)
Heater 7.5kW 3ph 480 (unclassified)
duct allowance from drives, for room
Odor control ductwork, 12" dia
damper for generator EAF
damper - EAF - for room vent
Louver for vent air 20 ft2 with damper
Generator Louver 73 ft2 with damper
EAF - for ventilation - from room and drives
EAF generator cooling
HVAC controls (thermostats, proving for louvers, etc)

SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 15
DIVISION 16 - ELECTRICAL
16210
16265
16265
16232
16410
16410
16415
16421
16440
16445
16460
16500

$7,500

$0
$0
$0

Backup Float Switches in Wetwell
Level Senser &Transmitter in Wetwell
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 13
DIVISION 14 - CONVEYING SYSTEMS

15080
15140
15140
15140
15150
15150
15150
15150
15181
15195
15195
15410
15480
15550
15765
15765
15810
15810
15810
15820
15820
15820
15835
15835
15935

$15,000
$0
$276,000

$106
$2,700

$25.00
$28.00
$200.00
$200.00
$40.00
$70.00
$70.00
$300.00
$35.00
$50.00
$0.00
$250.00
$2,000.00
$100.00
$152.00
$226.00
$16.50
$66.00
$380.00
$93.00
$44.20
$44.20
$452.00
$600.00
$0.00

$53,369

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Service Entrance
170HP VFDs
Jockey Pump VFD
Generator
MCC - 480V Circuit Breakers
MCC - Main Breaker
MCC - Automatic Transfer Switch
MCC - Motor Starters
MCC - 208/120V Panelboard
Motor Control Center
MCC - 480-208/120V Transformer
Lighting
Remotely Located Generator Related Costs (Optional)
- NOT USED - (Additional)
SUBTOTAL - DIVISION 16

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL COST
CONTRACTOR O&P
CONTINGENCY
SUBTOTAL

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$43,000
$99,000
$19,000
$334,000
$6,000
$20,000
$29,000
$18,000
$16,000
$45,000
$9,000
$17,000
$650,000

$43,000
$99,000
$19,000
$334,000
$6,000
$20,000
$29,000
$18,000
$16,000
$45,000
$9,000
$17,000
$0
$0
$0

$162,500

15%
40%
Enginering Services:

20%
TOTAL:
TOTAL SAY:

$7,500
$0
$138,000

$22,500
$0
$414,000

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$531
$2,700
$3,231

$2,656
$6,300
$8,956

$0
$0
$0

$8,000
$0
$8,000

$1,000
$2,800
$200
$200
$400
$2,800
$2,800
$600
$7,000
$2,500
$0
$250
$2,000
$4,000
$152
$452
$2,475
$66
$380
$93
$884
$3,227
$452
$600
$0

$1,280
$3,900
$700
$1,200
$800
$5,400
$5,400
$2,100
$10,000
$3,750
$3,500
$600
$4,500
$6,800
$3,752
$2,602
$2,561
$1,216
$1,280
$331
$2,484
$9,067
$2,777
$2,700
$10,000

$35,331

$88,699

$0
$0
$0

$43,000
$99,000
$19,000
$334,000
$6,000
$20,000
$29,000
$18,000
$16,000
$45,000
$9,000
$17,000
$0
$0
$655,000
$3,429,588
$514,438.26
$1,577,610.67
$5,521,637
$1,104,327.47
$6,625,965
$6,700,000

Appendix C
Existing Town Wharf Pump Station
Hazardous Building Materials Survey
Results

APPENDIX C1
SUMMARY OF SUSPECT ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS
IPSWICH TOWN WHARF PUMP STATION
IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS

Sample #
A1-01, -02, -03
A2-01, -02, -03

Material
TSI End Cap Material
Gray Interior Building
Caulk

A3-01, -02

Gray Interior Door/Louver
Caulk

A4-01, -02, -03

Black Pipe Flange Gaskets

A5-01, -02

Beige Wall Paint

A6-01, -02

Yellow/Beige Paint

A7-01, -02

Gray Paint

A8-01, -02
A9-01, -02
A10-01, -02
A11-01, -02

Gray Interior CMU Mortar
Gray Exterior Brick Mortar
Gray Roof Caulk
Gray Exterior Door/Louver
Caulk

A12-01, -02

White Ceiling Paint

A13-01, -02

Gray Floor Paint

N/A

Main Roof Field

Location
1st Floor Mechanical Room Roof Drain
1st Floor Mechanical
Room - Along columns
and perimeter concrete
beams

Approximate
Quantity

Result

3 SF

NAD

225 LF

Comment
Located at ceiling level at pipe elbow. Fiberglass insulation pipe and fitting.

10%
Expansion joint at all perimeter concrete columns (8 ea.) and where perimter
Chrysotile concrete beams sit on CMU walls. The material is inaccessible behind electrical
cabinets. Caulk was also identified as suspect PCB containing and should be
managed as assumed PCB bulk Product Waste.

1st Floor - Entrance doors to
Mechanical Room and Wet
Well Area
Lower Level Pump Room Pump Equipment
1st Floor Mechanical Room
Walls
Lower Level Pump Room

2 Doors 50 LF

NAD

Located around door and door louvers. Caulk was also identified as suspect PCB
containing and should be managed as assumed PCB bulk Product Waste.

85 EA

NAD

Gaskets appear to be rubber

800 SF

NAD

Water damaged area in NW corner

2,500 SF

NAD

Lower Level Pump Room Pump Equipment
1st Floor Mechanical Room
Building Exterior
Roof
Building Exterior - Entrance
doors to Mechanical Room
and Wet Well
1st Floor Mechanical Room
ceiling; Ceiling and Walls in
1st Floor Wet Well area
1st Floor Mechanical Room
and Wet Well area Floor
Roof Area

350 SF

NAD

Flaking paint on concrete walls, ceiling deck, metal stairs, electrical conduits and drain
pipe
Flaking, water damaged paint on pump equipment

800 SF
800 SF
115 LF
2 Doors 50 LF

NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD

1,500 SF

NAD

850 SF

NAD

800 SF

Assumed
ACM

EPDM Roof - Along perimeter metal flashing
Located around door and door louvers. Caulk was also identified as suspect PCB
containing and should be managed as assumed PCB bulk Product Waste.

Flaking paint around doorways. Any generated paint chip waste
Ballasted rubber roof. Rubber membrane appears to be over fiberglass/foam insulation.
Cannot determine if original built up roof is still in place. Prior to any disturbance to the
roof, it should be investigated to determine if any built up roof exists under the insulation
and if so, it should be tested to determine the presence or absence of asbestos.

LEGEND
SURVEY PERFORMED BY FRANCISCO J. RODRIGUES - MA ASBESTOS INSPECTOR NUMBER AI040131
CMU = CONCRETE MASONRY UNIT
TSI = THERMAL SYSTEM INSULATION
ACM = ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIAL (Contains 1% or greater asbestos)
LF = LINEAR FOOT
SF = SQUARE FOOT
EA = EACH
BOLDED AREAS INDICATE A POSITIVE RESULT
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APPENDIX C3
SUMMARY OF LEAD PAINT MATERIALS
IPSWICH TOWN WHARF PUMP STATION
IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS
Sample ID

PB-01

PB-02

Paint Color

Beige

Substrate &
Componet

CMU Block Walls

Yellow/Beige Concrete Walls

Location

1st Floor Mechanical
Room

Approximate
Quantity

800 SF

Lower Level Pump
Room

Result
(% by
weight)

<RL

Reporting
Limit
(RL)

0.030%

<RL

0.028%

1.04%

0.0130%

0.055%

0.0280%

2,500 SF
PB-03

Yellow/Beige

Conduit Pipes,
Steel Stairs

Lower Level Pump
Room

PB-04

Gray

Pump Equipment

Lower Level Pump Room

PB-05

Gray

Concrete Floors

1st Floor Mechanical
Room

350 SF

850 SF

<RL

0.0200%

Comment
The beige paint tested less than the laboratory reporting limits.
However, painted surfaces containing any level of lead shall not be
subjected to renovation and/or demolition activities that have potential
to create airborne lead levels that exceed the OSHA action limit of 30
micrograms per cubic meter. Provide workers with proper PPE (e.g.
respirators and protective suits) until such time negative exposure
assessment is completed documenting exposure below the OSHA PEL of
50 micrograms per cubic meter.
The yellow/beige wall paint and equipment are the same color.
However, the equipment paint tested above the regulatory
reporting limits. Painted surfaces containing any level of lead
shall not be subjected to renovation and/or demolition activities
that have potential to create airborne lead levels that exceed
the OSHA action limit of 30 micrograms per cubic meter.
Provide workers with proper PPE (e.g. respirators and
protective suits) until such time negative exposure assessment
is completed documenting exposure below the OSHA PEL of 50
micrograms per cubic meter.
The beige paint tested less than the regulatory reporting limits.
However, painted surfaces containing any level of lead shall not be
subjected to renovation and/or demolition activities that have potential
to create airborne lead levels that exceed the OSHA action limit of 30
micrograms per cubic meter. Provide workers with proper PPE (e.g.
respirators and protective suits) until such time negative exposure
assessment is completed documenting exposure below the OSHA PEL of
50 micrograms per cubic meter.
The beige paint tested less than the laboratory reporting limits.
However, painted surfaces containing any level of lead shall not be
subjected to renovation and/or demolition activities that have potential
to create airborne lead levels that exceed the OSHA action limit of 30
micrograms per cubic meter. Provide workers with proper PPE (e.g.
respirators and protective suits) until such time negative exposure
assessment is completed documenting exposure below the OSHA PEL of
50 micrograms per cubic meter.

Given the extensive amount of painted construction material waste that will be generated during this project, it is recommended that Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) Testing be
performed of anticipated paint chip waste streams to determine whether or not the lead is in exceedance of the 5.0 milligrams/liter (mg/L) TCLP threshold. If TCLP lead above the regulatory
threshold is discovered, it is likely that the contractor will need to manage the identified waste stream(s) as a hazardous waste.
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APPENDIX C3
SUMMARY OF LEAD PAINT MATERIALS
IPSWICH TOWN WHARF PUMP STATION
IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS
Sample ID

Paint Color

Substrate &
Componet

Location

Approximate
Quantity

Result
(% by
weight)

Reporting
Limit
(RL)

Comment

LEGEND

Sample results, reported as '% by weight', were compared to the threshold for lead based paint per EPA's definition. EPA defines "lead-based paint" as any "paint, surface coating that contains lead equal to or exceeding one
milligram per square centimeter (1.0 mg/cm2) or 0.5% by weight."
Bold Indicates-Lead Based Paint
NA = NOT APPLICABLE
<RL = LESS THAN LABORATORY'S REPORTING
LIMIT
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APPENDIX C5
SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS/REGULATED WASTE MATERIALS
IPSWICH TOWN WHARF PUMP STATION
IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS
Material
Flourescent Light Bulbs
Light Ballasts

Fire extinguisher
Thermostats
Temperatuar Gauges

Oils

Container Type
& Size
Quantity

Location

Comments

Mercury

4' Glass Tubes

12

1st Floor Mechanical Room

PCBs/DEHP

Metal

24

1st Floor Mechanical Room

6 Light Fixtures
6 Light Fixtures. Fixtures were not
assessed individually. Assume to be
pre-1978.

CO2 / monoammonium
phosphate / ammonium sulfate

Metal

1

1st Floor Mechanical Room

Mercury

1 oz

1

1st Floor Mechanical Room

Wall mounted dial thermostat
Gauges appear to control fan units
Assumed to be fuel oil and lubricating
oil for the generator and mechanical
systems

Waste Type

Mercury

NA

2

1st Floor Mechanical Room @
top of stairs; Lower Level on
West Wall

Oil

Various

NA

Emergency Generator and
other Mechanical Systems

Notes/Abbreviations:
CO2 - Carbon Dioxide
PCB = Polychlorinated biphenyl
DEHP = Diethylhexl Phthalate
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APPENDIX C6
SUMMARY OF SUSPECT PCB-CONTAINING BUILDING MATERIALS
IPSWICH TOWN WHARF PUMP STATION
IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS
Sample ID

Description

Location

Estimated
Quantity

PCB Results
(PPM)

225 LF

ASSUMED

ASSUMED

Expansion joint at all concrete columns (8 ea.) and
where perimter concrete beams sit on CMU walls.
Inaccessible behind electrical cabinets. Also identifed
as ACM.
Each Door and Louver appear to be one system and
can be removed together. 25 LF per door/louver
system

ASSUMED

Each Door and Louver appear to be one system and
can be removed together. 25 LF per door/louver
system

N/A

Gray Interior Building
Caulk

1st Floor Mechanical Room - Along
columns and perimeter concrete
beams

N/A

Gray Interior Door/Louver
Caulk

1st Floor - Entrance doors to
Mechanical Room and Wet Well Area

2 Doors 50 LF

Gray Exterior Door/Louver Building Exterior - Entrance doors to
Caulk
Mechanical Room and Wet Well

2 Doors 50 LF

N/A
Legend
PPM = Parts Per Million
LF = Linear Foot
SF = Square Foot
EA = Each
NA= Not Applicable
ND= Non-Detect

Comments
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Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 1

Date: 2/05/18

Description: GRAY ROOF CAULK—METAL ROOF FLASHING

Photograph No.: 2

Date: 2/05/18

Description: EXTERIOR DOOR CAULK—MAIN ENTRANCE DOOR

Appendix G

Photographic Log

1

Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 3

Date: 2/05/18

Description: TSI ROOF DRAIN INSULATION—1ST FLOOR

Photograph No.: 4

Date: 2/05/18

Description: ASBESTOS-CONTAINING INTERIOR EXPANSION JOINT CAULK — CONCRETE BEAM ON
CMU WALL—1ST FLOOR (SUSPECT PCB)

Appendix G

Photographic Log

2

Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 5

Date: 2/05/18

Description: ASBESTOS-CONTAINING INTERIOR EXPANSION JOINT CAULK—CONCRETE BEAM
ADJACENT TO CMU WALL—1ST FLOOR (SUSPECT PCB)

Photograph No.: 6

Date: 2/05/18

Description: GRAY FLOOR PAINT –1ST FLOOR

Appendix G

Photographic Log

3

Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 7

Date: 2/05/18

Description: FLAKEY YELLOW/BEIGE PAINT ON CONDUIT EQUIPMENT - LOWER LEVEL PUMP AREA

Photograph No.: 8

Date: 2/05/18

Description: BEIGE WALL PAINT - LOWER LEVEL PUMP AREA
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Photographic Log

4

Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 9

Date: 2/05/18

Description: BALLASTED RUBBER ROOF

Photograph No.: 10 Date: 2/05/18
Description: DOORS TO MECHANICAL ROOM AND BASEMENT WET WELL AREA (SUSPECT ACM AND
PCB CAULK)

Appendix G

Photographic Log

5

Appendix C7

Photographic Log
Job Number: 18-0066-08

Client:

Town of Ipswich

Site:

Ipswich Town Wharf Pump Station

Photograph No.: 11

Date: 2/05/18

Description: BLACK PIPE FLANGE GASKETS—LOWER LEVEL PUMP AREA

Appendix G

Photographic Log

6

Appendix D
H2S Monitoring Results - May 2018

Site 1 - Reading 1
20180604_09103246_01 Ipswich - FR Mahony: Session 1
140.0

H2S

5

Temperature

120.0
4

3
80.0
H2S

Temperature

100.0

60.0
2

40.0
1
20.0
Log Stop

0.0

0

Average
5/25/2018

5/26/2018

5/27/2018

5/28/2018

5/29/2018

Period Displayed: 5/24/2018 - 5/29/2018 (Oda File: 20180604_09103246_01 Ipswich - FR Mahony.oda -- Serial Number: Odalog Type L2-RTx 09103246 Instrument Range 0-1000PPM)

Average

0

Month Transition Min

0

Max

1

(Use Screen Data Only)
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New Town Wharf Pump Station
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Appendix F
Proposed Structural Flood Wall
Models

Appendix G
Town Wharf Pump Station System
and Pump Hydraulic Evaluation

Appendix G
Town Wharf Pump Station System and Pump Hydraulic Evaluation
The charts in this appendix depict the system curves for the Wharf Pump Station, as developed based on the following information:
 historical drawing of the pump station piping,
 historical drawings of the force main piping between the Wharf PS and the WWTP,
 information obtained from historical operations at the Wharf PS, and
 drawdown testing conducted by Tighe & Bond in conjunction with Town personnel.
The system curves are depicted in blue on the charts.

Existing Wharf Pump Station, Existing Wharf Pumps & Existing PS to WWTP Force Main
The following two charts provide pump curves for the existing pumps installed at the Existing Wharf PS.
 Large Flow Pumps (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 155J‐CB2 PE630/4)
 Jockey Flow Pump (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE130/4)
(Note: The Ebara pump is not included in the evaluation as it is the oldest pump, considered a backup pump required to meet the redundancy requirements. It is assumed that
any replacement of this pump will be with a pump like the newer Wharf pumps.)

A potential future Jockey Flow Pump is also depicted on the chart showing the operation of a single pump at a time. Future Jockey Flow Pump
(Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE210/4 at 30 HP)
Items to note in the first chart:
1. A single Large Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 3.09 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in
the existing force main.
2. A single Jockey Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.04 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in
the existing force main.
3. If the Town were to look at increasing the size of the Jockey to the potential future jockey noted above, the Future Jockey Flow Pump,
operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.65 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in the existing force main.
Items to note in the second chart:
1. Two Large Flow Pump, operating together, should be able to transfer approximately 4.21 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in
the existing force main.
(Note: No generator changes would be required to run the existing station with the above‐mentioned pumps, in a Jockey or up to two Large Flow Pump mode.)

Wharf Pump Station & Force Main - System & Pump Curves
Pump Station Piping 8 & 10" DI to Force Main 14,12,8" DI & 16" HDPE
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Wharf Pump Station & Force Main - System & Pump Curves
Pump Station Piping 8 & 10"DI to Force Main 14,12,8" DI & 16" HDPE FM
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Existing Wharf Pump Station, Future (Proposed) Wharf Pumps & Existing PS to WWTP Force Main
The following two charts provide pump curves for the future (proposed) pumps installed at the Existing Wharf PS.
 Future Large Flow Pumps (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 155J‐CB2 PE1250/4)
 Future Jockey Flow Pump (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE210/4)
The current Jockey Flow Pump is also depicted on the chart showing the operation of a single pump at a time. Current Jockey Flow Pump
(Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE130/4), is provided for reference.
Items to note in the first chart:
1. A single Future Large Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 4.17 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the
WWTP in the existing force main.
2. A single Future Jockey Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.65 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the
WWTP in the existing force main.
3. If the Town were keep the existing size of the current Jockey, the current Jockey operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately
1.04 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in the existing force main.
Items to note in the second chart:
1. Two Large Flow Pump, operating together, should be able to transfer approximately 5.61 MGD of flow from the Wharf PS to the WWTP in
the existing force main.
(Note: The existing generator would not be large enough to run the future station with the above‐mentioned pumps, in a two Future Large Flow Pump mode.)

Wharf Pump Station & Force Main - System & Pump Curves
Pump Station Piping 8 & 10" DI to Force Main 14,12,8" DI & 16" HDPE
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Wharf Pump Station & Force Main - System & Pump Curves
Pump Station Piping 8 & 10"DI to Force Main 14,12,8" DI & 16" HDPE FM
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(4.334 MGD) 3010 gpm @ 137.0 ft
VFD Ramped down to 83.0%

200

Total Dynamic Head (ft)

(4.0 MGD) 2777 gpm @ 124.5 ft
VFD Ramped down to 78.5%
(5.616 MGD) 3900 gpm @ 195.0 ft
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SIngle Pump (single header) (4.176 MGD) 2900 gpm @ 147.5 ft
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Existing PS, Future Pumps & Existing FM
Two (2) Large Pumps Operating (Future)
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System Curve

(Assumes a maximum forcemain discharge elevation at the WWTP of
46.97 ft and assumes Wharf pumps without impeller wear )
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Future (New) Wharf Pump Station, Existing Wharf Pumps & Existing PS to WWTP Force Main
The following two charts provide pump curves for the existing pumps installed within a Future (New) Wharf PS.
 Large Flow Pumps (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 155J‐CB2 PE630/4)
 Jockey Flow Pump (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE130/4)
(Note: The Ebara pump is not included in the evaluation as it is the oldest pump, considered a backup pump required to meet the redundancy requirements. This pump would
not be installed in a new pump station. It is assumed that this pump would be replaced with a pump like the newer Wharf pumps.)

A potential future Jockey Flow Pump is also depicted on the chart showing the operation of a single pump at a time. Future Jockey Flow Pump
(Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE210/4 at 30 HP)
Items to note in the first chart:
1. A single Large Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 3.20 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to
the WWTP in the existing force main.
2. A single Jockey Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.04 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to
the WWTP in the existing force main.
3. If the Town were to look at increasing the size of the Jockey to the potential future jockey noted above, the Future Jockey Flow Pump,
operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.76 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to the WWTP in the existing
force main.
Items to note in the second chart:
1. Two Large Flow Pump, operating together, should be able to transfer approximately 4.24 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to
the WWTP in the existing force main.
(Note: No generator changes would be required to run the Future (New) Wharf PS with the above‐mentioned pumps, in a Jockey or up to two Large Flow Pump mode.)
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(Existing and Future Jockey operation also depicted)
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(Assumes a maximum forcemain discharge elevation at the WWTP of
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Future (New) Wharf Pump Station, Future (Proposed) Wharf Pumps & Existing PS to WWTP Force Main
The following two charts provide pump curves for the future (proposed) pumps installed within a Future (New) Wharf PS.
 Future Large Flow Pumps (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 155J‐CB2 PE1250/4)
 Future Jockey Flow Pump (Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE210/4)
The current Jockey Flow Pump is also depicted on the chart showing the operation of a single pump at a time. Current Jockey Flow Pump
(Sulzer/ABS Model XFP 150G‐CB1 PE130/4), is provided for reference.
Items to note in the first chart:
1. A single Future Large Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 4.35 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf
PS to the WWTP in the existing force main.
2. A single Future Jockey Flow Pump, operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately 1.76 MGD of flow from the Future (New)
Wharf PS to the WWTP in the existing force main.
3. If the Town were keep the existing size of the current Jockey, the current Jockey operating alone, should be able to transfer approximately
1.04 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to the WWTP in the existing force main.
Items to note in the second chart:
1. Two Large Flow Pump, operating together, should be able to transfer approximately 5.64 MGD of flow from the Future (New) Wharf PS to
the WWTP in the existing force main.
(Note: The existing generator would not be large enough to run the future station with the above‐mentioned pumps, in a two Future Large Flow Pump mode.)
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Wharf Pump Station & Force Main - System & Pump Curves
Pump Station Piping 8 & 12"DI to Force Main 16,14,12,8" DI & 16" HDPE FM
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